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Man has always been concerned with improving s 

methods range of' communication The study of' communi 

cation as a science may be considered to started wi th 

advent electrical signalling around the e 19th 

century atively ttle progress was made, however, ti 

the beginning of' 20th century, when the thermionic valve 

was invented During the First World War, communication 

techniQues developed rapidly. Between the two world 

wars, communication systems to be s ed f'rom a 

point view and, p cularly during the Second 

World War, general ory of' communica or "cyber-

netics ll as it was d by Wiener, devel very consid~, 

erably both in chnical complexity of' systems and mathemat-

rigour analysis Over the last two decades, the 

development of' communication has been at an ever 

incre pace depth as we as scope, as testif'ied by 

f'lood of' books and p ers on the many aspects the 

subject. 

Oommunication theory may classi ed into three 

gories although there is conside over between 
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the three branches 

1) Non s tistic tection of wanted signals (i.e 

the "vehicle" of conveying information) from 

unwanted si s or "noise". 

2) Statistical detection of signals. 

3) Coding of information. 

The author is mainly concerned with the second branch. In 

particular? some of the problems encountered in the analysis 

of signals using a di tal computer are investigated this 

the s. 

In many situations, a description of signals from a 

statistic point of view is necessary and the theory of 

random processes may be ap ed in such cases. A complete 

statistical description of the random signals involved in a 

physical system may be a prohibitive task. However, many 

cases, a limit amount of information about the signals may 

be sufficient to characterise the system. Thus the correlation 

functions or power spectra of input and output signals of a 

linear system give all the informa on necessary to define the 

system, subject to the input Signal having appreciable 

frequency content over the of frequencies to which the 

system can respond [32J For this reason the power spectrwn 

of' a signal is of particular interest 

Most systems however are nonlinear, or linear only over 
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a restricted range inyut si itudes. The amylitude 

yrob ility distributions of e inyut and outyut si s 

be neces in such cases The t order yrobabi ty 

density function is the simylest of these though 

generally insuffi ent on its own, 

about the gnal. 

s useful information 

yrocessing of signals is be increasingly c ed 

out on di 1 comyuters This means however that, when the 

si s are in analogue form, they have to be conver d to 

tal form. Thus the stion arises as to how many, how 

often, and how accurate readings have to be taken. The 

best way to oyerate on the gital data to yield desired 

answers also needs considering 

thesis yroject was started as yart of a long term 

yroject concerned with analysis of signals from industrial 

ylants or to termine ylant characteristics from the 

signals. At the time the yroject was started, the only 

facility available in the tment for accurate recording 

data wi th quency comyonents of more than a few hundred 

, was an Amyex SP-300 magne taye recorder. Moreover, 

because of the ted funds available, yurchasi of 

any elaborate equiyment for analogue to gi conversion 

and direct di tal recording was not yossible. Di tal 

comyuting iIi es the University were limi d to an 
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IBM 1620 wi a card reader and typewriter as the only input 

devices. Modi:fications to the computer to accept data 

directly from an analogue to digital converter were not 

possible since the computer was already being heavily used, 

as well as beoause of IBM servicing contract arrangements. 

Thus the only practical method of direct communication with 

the computer was via punched cards. An IBM 870 documenting 

system was also available, capable o:f converting from paper 

tape to punched cards. 

It was therefore decided that the project would involve 

the building of a data acquisition system, capable of trans

ferring analogue data on magnetic tape to punched cards. The 

system would be a mporary solution to the data acquisition 

problem and tne design of it was to compromise between economy 

o:f time and money. Any equipment bought was preferably to be 

such as to enable it to be reused, should an on linG conversion 

system become available. Further, since it was expected to 

convert a considerable amount of data from analogue to digital 

:form, conversion should be as automatic as possible. 

Thus the system developed has a basic analogue-to-

digit conve!'tE:;r (ADC) of eight bit capacity, a control unit, 

and a modified card punch. The signal to be converted is 

recorded on ma tic tape and :formed into an endless loop 

The control unit initiates conversions at a speed o:f about 
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two per second? a rate restricted by the card punch A set 

of readings are taken for each revolution of tape Successive 

sets of readings per revolution of tape are effectively dis~ 

placed time from the previous set by an amount equal to 

the actual sampling interval required. The basic ADC itself, 

which was the main expense in the system, is capable of up to 

50,000 conve ons a second and is therefore capable of reuse 

as part of an online data conversion system handling 

frequencies up to 25kg~. The card punch was made available by 

the Opmputing Oentre of the university. 

The thesis star with a review of some of the relevant 

aspects of random signals analysis in Chapter 2 Chapter 3 

is concerned with the termination of probability density 

functions (p.d.f.s) of random processes. In particular, the 

author has investigated the question of obtaining the pod l' 

of a random process when only a si~gle observation from the 

process of interest is available. The situation envisaged 

is one where the signal is stored in a computer in the form 

of a set of points time-sampled according to Nyquist require~ 

ments - that is, sampled in such a way that the signal may 

be reconstruc ted in the computer. though some work on 

P d.f.s can be found in the literature, there does not seem 

to be any method of dealing with this situation. The author 

here find.s conditions on a process under which, in the given 
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situation, p d.f of the ss can be found and s 

methods of determining the p.d f. and the errors that can 

arise doing so. 

It is shown that under fairly general condi ons the 

P d"f of a process can in fact be found from a te length 

of a single observation from the process. Relationships 

between the error and si 1 are fOUlLd under various 

tions on the behaviour of the process For the purpose 

of representing the p.d f., it is ded into a number of 

channels and the probability of the signal being each 

channel is found. Thus the question of the number of cham1els 

necessary the method of reconstruction that can be used 

are considered. Further to evaluate the probabilities within 

the channels a number of values of the stored signal have to 

be evaluated The number of points that are needed to obtain 

the probabilities with necessary accuracies are found These 

results can be combined and thus it is own that, in many cases, 

it is sible to determine the p.d.f" of a process in the 

stated situation. Although the resul have been developed 

with analysis using a gi computer in mind, they are 

generally applica'ble to analogue and hybrid methods of 

s 

Much has been written on the ject power 

es t,ima tion In Chapter 4, a comparison some methods of 
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power spectrum determina is given The distortion of 

spectrum zero and low frec;tuencies 9 the tion smoothing 

the spectrum, the cho e of "windowsll for smoothing, and the 

presence of negat values of ctrum are some of the prob~ 

lems met with in the di al determination of the power 

spectrum from the cation func These c;tuestions are 

discussed in Chapter 4 and the author comments on suggested 

solutions some cases. The author considers the 

problem from an examina on properties Fourier transform 

pairs and from the point of view of interpolation. se 

considerations are seen be useful in explaining some of 

above problems and also enable some simple error bounds 

to be determined. 

The important subject of interpolation or reconstruc on 

o~ signa in a computer is considered in Chapter 5. Some 

theory and a brief survey is given there It is shown, for 

example, how from the general theory of interpolation using 

re f'unctions, Shannon's sampling theorem and a sampling 

theor'em due to Jagerman and Fogel are obtained. Resul of 

various authors on bounds for several interpolation rmulae 

are given and some of these results are modified to give 

lower error bounds. Finally, an interpolation formula, which 

fi an ent f'unction a set of' numbers that are the areas 

between intervals of func on to be reconstructed, is 
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derived This formula is found to useful in p d.f 

determination. An error bound for this interpolation formula 

is also ob d. 

Chap 6 describes the da conversion system developed. 

The system outlined above has performed satisfactorily in 

converting a lar amount of analogue data to punched cards 

another thesis project [76]. 

In Chapter 7, some of the more interesting circuits used 

in the data conversion system (e.g. the sample and hold and 

the clock-fil circuit) are examined in more detail, along 

with some of the problems par cular to the system. The 

sample and hold developed is described since it is a cheap 

and simple, but at the same time fast and accurate device. 

The clock-filter circuit is used to compensate r 

drop-outs from the tape 

The thesis concludes with Ohapter 8 which gives a 

summary of the rna resul and also indicates some possible 

directions for further research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

A BRIEF SURVEY OF RANDOM SIGNAL ANALYSIS 

2.0 Introduction 

For a long time only deterministic methods were used in 

the analysis of electrical signals. Complicated signals were 

analysed by the Fourier series me thod. if' periodic. or the 

Fourier integral method if transient in nature. A signal was 

approxima ted to fall into ei ther category. In communication 

systems, particularly, this was not very satisfactory. A 

communication channel may be subjected to a large number of 

different signals corresponding to many possible messages. 

Each of these messages has its own probabili ty c·i' occurr~,nce. 

Thus the input to the channel is an ensemble of functions and 

a sta ti stical approa ch to the problem. is necessary. Often 

however, to simplify design 91' the system and to easily 

de~ermine the output of the system the desired information 

about the input is the "frequency content" of the signal. 

Consequently, the relationship connecting the correlation 

function in the time domain and the power spectrum in the 

frequency domain gave a new and powerful tool to 80mmuni

cation engineering and related fields. 

The methods of correlation and spectral analysis have 

provided a far more realistic way of representing signals 

in communication systems. Further, signals, besides being 
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a member of an ensemb gnals, are often contaminated 

with unwanted and in many cases random fluctuations ~ 

generally classed as "noise" or "random noise u • This may be 

due to indescribably (and hence II random" ) fluctuation 

in loading, interactions en 

or "Johnson" noise in ec 

in the system, "shot" 

of the system or a 

vast class of possible sources. It is thus extremely useful 

to have a means of dealing with e situations. The method 

of random signal analysis covers mo of the se cases. 

It is normally assumed that a "random" signal 

x(t) = X(w,t) is a "sample func on" an "ensemble" 

~X(w,t) ,t e. R3 (see e.g. [32,35]). may be 

thought of as the collection of all the 

an riment. This implies the s 

governing the occurrence of the eve 

tion is any member of this collection. 

outcomes of 

a probability 

sample 

A complete description of any but the t random 

ess would be a prohibitive task. A process is usually 

de d by only a few of its parameters; fi and 

second order probability density ons, 

mean, variance and the correlation functions are 

common ones Often only one member of the ensemble is I 

able ana s and in any:case it is normally incn~"Q~ 
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to analyse more 

time origin is con 

one sample function. 

d to be arbitrary, 

rally the 

the statistics 

of the process are assumed to depend only on the differences 

in time and not on actual time itself r to this 

assumption of !lsta ty" it is normally assumed that the 

process is ergodic, i.e., the time averages are taken to be 

the same as ensemble averages. Ergodicit.y ti s the use 

of a single time reco from the process of i erest. Whereas 

there are a large number of cases where these assumptions are 

id, sometimes the s ification afforded by such assumptions 

is their main justif t A study of the 

mechanism of the process may reveal whether the ss could 

considered stati and perhaps ergodic. 

The computational lems involved in the ana 

an arbitrarily distributed e fUnction can be 

s of 

icated 

that possibly unsolvab assumption is often 

process is gaussian. gaussian di stribution is 

rized by its fi and second moments alone, so t 

the computations are greatly fied. The If limit 

shows that under 

t of a large number of 

di on tends to give a 

ral conditions the joi 

processes of arbitrary 

distribution. Further, 

linear transformations on gaussian stributions result in 

gaussian tributions. 

er, signals are often jected to non-linear 
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transformations. Moreover, the cen limit theorem is 

valid only for contributions from a large number of events. 

When there are only a small number of random effects contri 

bu ting to the I process, the assumption of a gaus 

di ibution is not necessarily valid. 

In cases where the random process is gaussian, the auto~ 

co tion function characterizes process. Further if 

the process is stationary, the correlation function is 

independent of timen In this case, the power spectrum com~ 

pletely characterizes the random process. 

It is difficult to make an accurate analysis of a signal 

out which nothing is known. Often the assumptions of 

stati ty and ergodicity and, perhaps, of ha ng a 

an distribution can be made about the signal, or a 

modification of it. For example, the effect of deterministic 

or transient signals supe mposed on a gaussian gnal is to 

cause the amplitude distribution to deviate from a norm one. 

larly removing low frequency trends 

stationary (See e.g. [9J). 

make a gnal 

Even when analysis can be ed on a single record, 

only a fi length of signal can be used. When ergodicity 

is assumed the mean x, variance ~~, correlation function 

R(~) are with probability one, given by 2.1, 2 2 and 2.3 

respectively The power spectrum apd corre tion function 
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are ted by 2.4. (See e.g. [8,32,62,72]). 

1 jT/2 
x = Lim ~ x(t)dt 2.1 

1 jT/2 _ 
= Lim if l x ( t) - x J 2 

T->oo -T/2 
2.2 

T/2 
R(~) = Lim ~ j x(t)x(t+~)dt 

T->oo -T/2 

In practice since the signal length T is fini , 
es tes of the mean xT ' variance u~T correlation function 

RT(~) and spectrum ST(W) only may be obtained. The estimators 

commonly used are 

1 jT ~ x(t)dt 

o 
2.5 

2.6 

<~<T 2.7 

or 



(w) 
T 

2JRT(~)COS(W~)d~ 
o 

Different portions of the signal will in 

14 

2.8 

neral give 

different values for the estimates. Thus the que ion of the 

"goodness" of the estimates arises. 

Usually the merits of an estimate are judged by means of 

the following: ( e.g. [30,38,108J) 

1 • s, b (actual value) - (mean value of estimates) 

2. Consistency. An e imate is consistent in is 

context if the estima tends to the true value as 

3. Efficiency. An estimate 8 is more e i ent than 

another 8' if 8 has a lower variance. 

4 Sufficiency. An estimator is sufficient if it 

utilizes all the available information. 

The imators 2.5 and 2.6 are unbiased and consistent. 

estimator 2.7 is biased but as shown by Parzen [73] is 

more icient than 2.7' which is unbiased. 

Though 2.8 is an asymptotically unbiased es mator, 

(i.e. b-70 as T-nJO) it is not consi ent except for S(w) = 0. 
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Parzen [ J and Bar t [6J have shown how consistent 

estimates may be obtained. The method amounts to "smoo ngH 

the "raw" e ima te 2.8 to a smoothed spectrum, ST(w) with 

some suitable kernel or "window" K(w,y) 

I(W) ~ /:00 (y)K(w,y)dy 2.9 

However, the reduction estimate ance is at 

expense of resolution 6w of the spectrum s e the smoo d 

ctral estimate ST(w) is a weighted average of the estimate 

(w) around w, i.e., the window has the effect of "smudging ll 

the spectrum. A correspondi greater length of record 

be ne cessary to the same resolution. 

Increasing the record to a sui value will 

e as accura an estimate as desired. In case of 

ectral estimates, an "uncertainty principle" sts, given 

by T6w ~ K, K a constant. Usi this, the record length for 

a given desired resolution can be computed. uncertainty 

constant, K on the method of analysis. For example, 

if t amplitude information is thrown away so t the 

ctrum estima are from the si (+) of gnal, a 

much longer reco would be nee d than when the actual 

are used. is limited 

(or number of samples in the digi 

the length of record 

case) that one can 

due to storage or computation time limi 
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Analogue and digital techni 

o~ signals. methods are 

equipment tends to be more spe 

s are used ~or 

rally ~aster 

nature, more 

analysis 

analogue 

ted in 

accuracy and more mai 

Digital methods are rapidly becoming more and more used. 

Their main disadvantages are lack speed o~ computation and 

difficulties with data acquisition, i.e., the process 

converting the si ~rom its ori form to a ~orm 

r direct input to the computer. However, they have 

table 

great 

advantage of lity, only so~tware changes being necessary 

to alter the process carried out on the data. Faster 

computers and better methods o~ computi and computer 

iza on are making tal methods o~ comparable speed to 

gue methods. Much progress has also been made in recent 

the theory practice of data acquisition. a 

d system stores a finite number o~ discrete values 

it is necessary to op mize the in~orma 

given amount o~ data p The problems 

quantizing the signals present a whole new 

content ~or a 

sampling and 

of problems 

signal analysis is considered in practice, various 

assumptions and appro tions are necessary. the first 

place, a suitable signal or o~ signals to be chosen, 

and this is not always a problems signal is 
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in analogue form, it be converted to a form that is 

suitable as an input for a digital computer in those cases 

where a computer is to be used for anal is. Then, nce only 

a finite ngth of a s or a finite number of si from 

an ensemb 

sample wi 

can be examined, the statis 

need to be cons red. 

properties 

Cert assumptions, as stationarity and ergodici 

the 

are often about the process of interest A sample record 

is said to be self-stationary if its proper es do not varY1 

with any stat tical significance, when portions of 

sufficient of the record are analysed [9,50J. 

Frequently no 

and stationari 

stinction is 

and often it 

between tationarity 

self-stationarity only 

that is tested It is also often assumed that a process 

is ergodic if it is found to be self-stationary A non~ 

tionary record can somet be treated as sta onary ( 

ergodic) by removing slow trends or selecting restrict 

attention to sec that are tionary. When stationarity 

cannot be assumed, the parameters (e.g. mean) become 

functions of t 

the remai of this ter it is a that 

process - 1x(w,t),teRI referred to is ergo c and con-

se tly it is cient to d with a single member 
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X(Wo,t) = x(t) of the ensemble. 

In general the random variable x(t) sts for all time 

t. Even if x(t) is known to be identically zero all but 

a fini length of Td , it may be necessary, or desi 

to use only a r portion T of the since 

1) It not be sible, convenient, or economical 

to acquire more of the 

2) Even when larger lengths of the x(t) are availab 

processing cost, iIi ties or may prevent the 

use of all of the data. 

Thus it is usual to have to If estirna 

sample func on x(t) from a finite 

properties of 

ngth T of it. Since 

x(t) is assumed stat ry, the time origin may be taken as 

be at the start of the available signal. Hence 

t e [O,T] 

t ¢ [O,T] 

is available, which is essentia a sta 

from x(t) and procedure will be one 

stical sample 

statistic 

parameter estimation the process. Each parameter deter~ 

mined will be a random variable with its as ated distri 

bution. The "goodness" of an estimate is a property this 

distribution and it is interest to know the form or 

relevant features the distribution. 
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Briefly, a "good" estimate would be one that es a 

sufficiently accurate value for the parameter every time the 

estimation is done under similar condi tions. A longer sample 

length TL will give better results, but wi involve more 

effort (see e.g. [24J) 

The length of sample T required will de:pend on the 

desired accuracy, the me thod of com:puta tion, the :parameter 

being estimated, the "CO,st" in terms of money, time and 

com:putational effort as well as on the distribution functions 

of the random :process. 

The errors introduced in the data acquisition :procedure 

will affect the accuracy of the :parameters and hence in turn 

affect the necessary sample length. 

Thus the determination of the sample length is not 

simple or straight-forward and various approximations are 

made, or rules of thumb used, in deciding on a value for T. 

In some cases, however, these ap:proximations ad to large 

and im:practical values and a com:promise may have to be made 

[9,1 3,60 J • 

For exam:ple, in determining the power s:pectrum [9J with 

a maximum relative error 8, the number of points is 

N = 

where fc is the highest frequency :present the signal 
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and is the des ed resolution 1,000Hz, to get a 

resolution of 1 with 8 = 0.01 requires N = 4x106. If 

only 4,000 poi can be used then as B 8
2 

e 1 the :Ere quency 

reso ion is only 100Hz even allowing for a 10% error. 

The sampling process, or 

time quantization, may be 

represented as in figure 2.1. 

Values of the input x(t) are 

read off at times [tnl 

resulting in a sequence of 

x(t) 

I 

values [x(t )l at the output. Alternatively, par cularlyfor 
n 

on-line or hybrid stems, the output may be thought of as 

being the input modulated with a series of unit impulses at 

times l. Usually 

constant h and peri 

sampling intervals (t. 1~ ) are a 
l+ 

c sampling wi th per iod h results 

Although the nominal sampling period is h, the I'e may be 

If ji ttertl, i. e. sl ight random variations in. the intervals 

(t i +1 t
i
). The sampling mes are thus tn = nh + ~n' where 

~n is a random variable. These problems have been discussed 

the tera ture [3,.20,70,85]. 

It may ppen that there is a failure to sample at 

some of this case two possibi ties may 

se: 



1 ) :fact th a sample is missing is not known, but 

the pr li ty o:f a miss is known or is e imated. 

2) The ition o:f the missing sample is known. 

Case 1 does not seem to been de with anywhere. 

Case 2 has been tre d [70J al wi th the tua tion 

where there is a parti error in reading due to loss o:f 

some of the bits corre spondi ng to the di tal value. 

Although physical :functions are frequency limited, it 

is not always economical to sample at the "Nyquist 

that is, at a ra (2fc )' where fc is the highest :frequency 

sent in signal. However if the sampl rate 2:fs 

is belowthe Nyquist rate, "aliasing" occurs. This phenomenon 

is fo Idi ng back about 

above f s to tort the 

o:f the energy of the 

gnal. 

quencies 

Often not all quencies present are of intere ,but 

to d alias sampling should be at or above the Nyquist 

rate. If low, as well as high, quencies are present, a 

very la number of samples would result For example, if 

the low frequency to high quency o is 1 :1,000, and if 

10 cycles of the lowes t :frequency are needed, least 20,000 

samples will have to be taken. 

filters whenever possible 

common remedy is to use 
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The error introduced by the presence of freQuencies above 

f is termed tlaliasing error" and expressions for this type of s 

error has been worked out by various authors (e.g. [42,70,88, 

89J). 

A nite time is necessary for analogue to digital 

conversion. Duri this time, the analogue voltage is 

generally changing. A "sample and hold" device is frequently 

employed to overcome this problem although it may be possible 

to avoid this complication and For example, in a 

staircase type of analogue to digital converter, it is 

possible to work out the actual time of sampling t na corres~ 

ponding to the value of the output Va' knowing the nominal 

sampling time tn' and the clock 

period ot If the quantization 

rval is Q then the number 

ock periods N is 

N Vo/q. 

Thus 

t + Not n 

ven by 

This suggestion, however, 

while saving the expense of a 

sample~and-hold, gives unequal 

sampling intervals 

v 
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discre digi+;al values normally have a quantiza on 

error 8 asso ted with t 8 be as small as 

si. red by increa 

but s is at 

the of levels of 

expense of an increase in c 

zation 9 

and in 

conversion t There is no point, in any case, in reasing 

resolution beyond the stagB re it is small in rison to 

any sources of error (e.g. er errors) or beyond 

a where quanti on error has a ne gible e ct 

on the fi accuracy Quantization error has been alt 

with by various authors (e.g. [42,67,70,80,89,105]). 

2 

Often, when 

through a channel (e.g 

contaminat the si 

gnal to be quanti has to pass 

recorder), noise is added 

I before it even quanti zed. The 

t ve much on nature the noise (see 

e . g. [7,1 2,22] ) 

2 

In order obtain values of t signal other than 

s ed a computer, terpola on is necessary. 

The cardinal function c(x) = (Sin(x)/x) be used 

se 

rpolate between of the points s d at or above 

Nyquist rate [68, 
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N 

x(t) := Lim 
N-?oo 

L x(nT) 2 '10 

~N 

provided ¢ (w) w e [ 'iT E:] 
- 'T-

2.11 

otherwise 

'I'hat is if 

1) The sampled po s x(nT) are error free 

2) 'I'he x( t) has no frequencie s above 

i e. J I ¢( w) I dw := 0 
I wi >'iT/T 

3) An te number of terms in the sum are used~ 

then x(t) is exactly recoverable for all t. 

Viol on of one or more of these conditions gives rise 

to errors in x(t) The effect of violation of conditions one, 

two or' three separa tely have been considered by various 

autho.rs (e.g [42J) The e t of all thr'ee combined does 

not appear to have been studied Nearly always, in practice, 

I three condi tions are violated 

Wetghting functions other than the c(x) function have 

been considered. (e.g. [47,71,89J. e also Chapter 5.) 

An alternate way to store signals is to store their 
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er coefficient with respect to some o.rthonormal set of 

functions. The igonometric tions are often chosen, but 

other orthonormal set of functions may give a lower truncation 

erro.r for a given number of terms 9 and sometimes facilitate 

computation (see e.g~ [ ]) 

The tion of time T IT x is within an 

amp window of wi h about the e X is estima as 

value the probability occurrence x(t) the 

rval [X h X + h] [9,60J 2' 2 

FT(X,h) == p[X ~ ~x(t)~X+~] 2.12 

The estimat value f(x) , prob ity ity 

function (p.d.f.) at X is 

2 13 

(x) is in gene biased inconsistent. The actual 

vall:1 X is given 

f(X) 

by 

== Lim 
T-too 

Lim 
t-:.oo 
h-:.O 

The optimum window width for a si clearly 

ends on the distribution The larger h iS 9 the more 

Itsmudged ll or "averaged" the value of fT(X) will be at X. 

The bias increases wi h, but the variance decreases so 



tha t a compromi se be tween the two will be needed. 

Var anal (e.g [4,16 ,56J) and di tal 

(e go [60 J) me of rmini pod.fos have been described 

the terature, and Chap 3 is concerned with deter~ 

mina on of probability density functions 

e 

Correlat' tunc ns a re normal es ted using the 

tions en in (2.7) or (2.7'). 

In the discrete case the formulae reduce to summations, 

or 

R1I/I(m) = 1I/I~m :L x{n)x{n+m) 

1 
M 

n=1 

:L x(n)x(n+m) 

n=1 

2.15 

2.15' 

addi to statistical errors, inaccuracies 

will cause further error. The errors the data affect 

the 1'i correla on values. correlation function of 

r e le, is an at zero lag so that 

the effect additional white noise contaminating the signal, 

as well as the e t of quantiza on noise, whi may reason~ 

ably be co ns i as white no e (Bennet [10J), is only 

de table near the gin 
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relation tions ve been termined using only 

zero cross ,and wi th various coarseness of guantiza ons 

Usually iCity computa on is at cost regui 

a greater number points (see [60J) 

Correlat Func are scussed ther in ter 4. 

2 

normal analogue method of ctral analysis is to 

pass the si 1 through a narrow band~pass Iter and measure 

output on an averaging 

generally biased though totical 

an exact value can be obtained 

bandwi and infinitely long record 

es tima te is 

consis In ory, 

diminishingly sma 

the 

determine 

case commonest method used to be to 

ectrurn as the Fourier transform of 

correlat function The correlation tion is normally 

modi d to ze end e cts [9 ] It is also feasible 

determine spec by a mod ed "periodogram" 

method uses a weighted average of raw ctrum 

[53J Another is to simula te analogue method [99 ] 

the Cooley Tukey algorithm has enabled a more 

ect me t.hod of de rmining spectC'um [29] 0 

e determi jon of power spectrum is fur r dealt 

wi in Chap 
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CHAPTER 3 

In pract the neer is often confronted with a 

from a signal which may one of a number of 

pos Ie forms. s sample normally consists of an obser~ 

on a fi te length T of the si 10 From this 

T the neer must ctions about other possible 

forms of the signal; for example, what values si 

amplitudes are 1 ly to have when the signal is confronted 

again. Formally this amounts to saying that one er a 

random proeess has been ob a te length time 

T, and probabili ty densi ty tion (p d f. ) of process 

is desi ~ a of course that the p .f s 

Knowledge of the p0dofo is particularly useful in design 

conside ons cause it allows the igner to ass 

proh~bilities to 0 observations and it es a profile of 

the range the gnal. example, se one wants to 

the probability of nding the si in a small interval 

s probabili is given b;y f(x)dx where f(x) 

is pdf. of the process. Or when one is designing an 

irier, it is impor to ensure t there is only a 

small ability of si tak.ing values outside the 
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1 range A of the ampli er" This 

by 1 ~ J f(x)dx, 

A 

ability is n 

Although the pod.f is the derivative of the cumulative 

distribution function (c daf ), it is ly easier and 

determine cer n prope es of the si by 

a the p,d.f. Such as bimodali try, 

l'ange possible values, rred values, are readily 

obtained from the p dar Measurement of probabilities from 

rences and consequen can 

errors when the probabilities are small. Furthermore 

di ff'e ren t ia c,d.fa numerical to obtain the p.d.f 

could e large errors. ( e e g. [60]) 

For a random signal, the p.dof is usually 

unknown and a precise tion of p d.f. from da 

s ically impossible (except in t vial cases) sinc one 

observe the si fOI' a ni length of me T 

s 'Cli.sps en the following questions" 

1 ) does one use the observed sample to obtain an 

estimate the unknown pad f.? 

and 2) If i is possible to do 1) how does T 

to be to obtain a ision for the estima 

se ques 1:.1 ons have rece some atten on in 

Ii ra ture . (See e" g. [2,14, 



example 9 [14,21 82, ] have i ic dhow 

found in the form 

set of func ons 

a sum elements from an orthogonal 

However, in these cases it is general 

~~~~~~ points are 

vrnat is often avail 

assumed that a sequence of 

from the process of interest 

able 

in 

practice (particularly when analysis is carried out using a 

git computer) is a sequence of points obtained from a 

finite length of signal by a determinis c method and it 

is not always clear how and if an 

may be obtained. Moreover, when a graphical 

set of points 

cture of the 

pod.f. is needed, a direct numerical representation of the 

p.dof. preferrable, rather than a representa on as a sum 

various functions. Also, these methods do not answer the 

important practical questions such as how many separa values 

of the p dof. are needed to ithfully represent the p.d.f 

and how the length T observed signal is related to 

the cision the estimate. These stions are de t 

with in this chapter. The results herein obta d have, in 

ral, wider application than those found in the 1 i tera ture • 

(See x and ii, page . ) 
In section 3.1 the basic concepts, defini tions and the 

mathema cal model are given. tion 3.2 briefly scr es 

the results and indicates the method of proof The mathe 

ma cal tails because they are rather tedious and frequently 

removed from the basic results, have en separated into 
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sec ons 3.3 3 5 

A more detailed description of the concepts given here 

can be found in various books (e.g. Loeve [64J, Doob [35J, 

Halmos [45J, Dubes [ J), but the essenti de nitions are 

included here for clarity and completeness 

A totally finite measure space (U,8,P) for which 

p(U) = 1 is called a 
~~~~~~--~~ 

, and P is call a 

8 is a v-ring of measurable subse or 

of n. A real valued measurable func on defined on 

(n,8,p) is call 

JnXdP of a r.v. 

denoted by E[XJ. 

a (r.v ) The integral 

X is called the expectation of X and is 

The real valued function FX(X) defined by 

is led the ( c . d. f . ) a The 

c d f is nondecreasing and continuous from the left on R with 

o and FX(oo) 1. If X is a random vector defined by 

X = (X:t, 

XN are r.v.s on (n,El,p), then the jo 

X is given by: 



N 

where ) E =n 
i 

gene any index set r, family of r.v.s 

1x(w, t), t E rl is called a :process, 

The function X(w,t) with w fixed and t varying over r is 

called a from the :process. 

1x(w,t), t E r~ be an arbitrary random :process, and 

N inct elements of r,where N is 

:positive integer the c,d.f. for the 

ss at (tl,t2, t N) is the Nth order c.d.f. of 

vector iX(·,td,x( ,t2 ), .~ X(.,tN)~ given by 

Let u be such t ti + u E r 9 i = 1,2, •• N. Then if 

FX(x;t U t 2 , .tN) FX (x;t 1 +u, +u, oo.tN+u) for all 

(t 1 ' , • t N) and u as fined above, the :process is said to 

be (Dubes [36] :p. 3 ) . :particular 9 

the :process is called ~~~~~~~~~.~~, or ~~~ 

Second or stationarity es rst 



order ty. 

If FX(x;t) has a derivative 

(x; t) 

everywhere x, (x; t ) is call the 

of the process. The N dimensional p d.f. can similarly 

defined 

Since the main interest here is first order p.d@f.s, 

it will be implicitly assumed that all p.d.fos are of first 

order unless otherwise stated. 

Closely associated th c.d.f. F(x) a process is 

the characteris c func on ¢(u) related to the c.d.f. by 

the Fourier S ltjes transform as llows: 

¢(u) [ ejUXdF(x) 

-00 

the pod.f exis then 

¢(u) (x)dX. 

The mathematical model given above, of course, scribes 

a large variety of problems. the present case, the main 

concern is wi applications to communication systems, 

in particular, to control systems. Hence it wi be more 

convenient to adopt a vocabul whi is suggestive of 
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these applications. 

The following situation can be considered as a cal 

illustration of how the mathematic model can be ied to 

control terns In the s dy of control systems, one is 

often confronted with a signal (say X(w,t),t e R where w is 

a parameter) from a plant or process This signal is one 

many poss le signals that could have result i.e. one of 

the whole population lx(w,t), teRj where wefl.. Moreover, 

signals with cert n charac tics are more likely to occur 

than some others; i.e. there exists a probab ity measure P 

over fl.. Thus this situation can be thought of in the frame

work of a stochas c process as suggested. 

In s case then, a si gnal is simply a sample func t 

parameter t bei time, and the parame r index set r 

ing the real line R. 

Vif'nen referring to a fixed w 9 .i t will be convenient 

use a simpler notation x(t) for X(w,t) x(t) will be said 

to be by the cess lx(w,t), t e Rjo 
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In this ter, processes are assumed to be wide 

sense stationary, and for conveni~nce, (x;t) will be written 

(x) wi corresponding p d.f. fX(x). Also, when the process 

in s on is clearly indic~ted, the cript X 11 be 

dropped. 

A :further assumption which is usually isfied 

prac c:e is t any generating process 

is to that the r.v.s x{t) and x(t+u) are 

cally indepe when u s large Formal ,the property 

will be defined as follows: 

A process tX(w,t), t € R3 is said to have 

te memory of' length Uo if X(t1) and x{ ) are s chastic 

independent when t1 and are real numbers which 

In study of stochastic processes, concep t of' the 

is found to be The correIa tion 

ion R(s,t) of random process IX((J),t) 7 t € R3 is 

fined by: 

R(s,t) = J X(w,t)X(w,s)dP 

rr 

- Elx{t) x(sr\ 

If' process is wide sense sta onary, corre ion 

on is a func on of' the f'f'erence (s~t) 
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for a de~sense sta ti process, 

R(u) = Eix(t)x(t+u)] . 

If in tion the process IX(w,t) ,t e. RJ has fini memory 

of UO ' then 

Closely ated to the corre tion tion the 

To define the ctral 

distribution func , the llowi procedure may be followed. 

Firstly, any wide-sense stationary process lx(w,t) ,t e. Rl 
a exists a function 

1J! ( w, w) su tha t r e21Tjtwd1J!(e,w), 3.1-1 
-00 

provided the process satis s the continui hypo is 

(Doob [35J §XI 3); namely that 

Lim Ell x ( t) x ( S )1 2 1 o. 
t-s---+o 

It can be seen that the continui ty hypothesis will be 

sfied if' x( t) is continuous and bounded. Si from 

physical ems are continuous and bounded and hence e 

conti ty hypo sis is not a res ctive one. 

The corre tion tion R(u) of a ess r which 

cont hypothesis is true, is continuous with 
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R(u) = R(~U), and there exists a t 7jf(W) such that 

R(u) = Joo e2rrjuwd7jf(w) 

~oo 

which case 7jf(w) is called c di stri bution 

tion of the process. It is non-decreasing and 

bounded. If it is also abso ely co inuous, its derivative 

7jf! (w) is called the 

process 

The process l'1!(w,w) ,we R3 generated by the above 

defini tion (3.1 ) is to 7jf(w) by the equa on 

ess 

has orthogonal inc is, 

If the tribution function of the s 

contains only a te number of jumps at w ;::: , i 1 ,2, .M, 

then spec tion becomes, 

M 

x(t) L Wie 
2rrj 

3 1 ~2 = 

i=1 

where w(wi +) W(w.-) 
l 

are mutually In 
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the general case, the spectral representation 3.1-1 may be 

approximated arbitrarily closely by x
8
(t) as a suitable 

Rieman-Stieltjes sum, 

M 

L 27rjtw· = 1Tr l x.e 
l 

i=1 

where W. = W(w. ~) - W(w
l
.). 

l l+\1 

Note that since the lW(w,w) 9 We Rl process has orthogonal 

increments, the W. are mutually orthogonal as above. Thus 
l 

the x
8
(t) is in the form of a sum of M mutually orthogonal 

random variables. 

The parameter w in 3.1-2 and 3.1-3 corresponds in 

comI\lunication systems to frequency. Thus 3.1-3 gives x(t) 

approximated as the sum of Mcomponents with frequencies 

M. Note that the choice of these w.s is not 
l 

arbitrary but is determined by the particular process involved. 

Also if the process is periodic, (Le. x(t) = x(t+nT ) for all 
p 

t, 

w. 
l 

+ nT e R, n being an integer and 0 < T < co, then p p 

= k./T where k. is an integer. Conversely, if 
l P l 

w. = k./T then the process is periodic. If the spectral 
l l P 

representation or its approximation has a common factor w :p 

(or can be approximated to have a common factor w ), then the 
p 

process is periodic (or is approximated to be periodic) with 

period 1/wp. 
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One further association between the physical problem 

and the mathematical structure needs to be made. Analysis 

o:f signals is o:ftenmade on digital computers. In such cases, 

the signal is usually stored in the :form o:f a set o:f discrete 

points as mentioned earlier. Whereas the signal may 

theoretically be obtained :for any t over the available length 

o:f signal [O,T] :from the stored points, :for computational 

economy, it is necessary to conserve the number o:f points 

observed. Thus a :finite number o:f points, N are selected :from 

the interval [O,T] :for analysis. The way that the size o:f N 

a:f:fects the answer is o:f interest, since it is desirable to 

keep N as small as possible. 

All 8S (wi th or wi thout subscripts) used in this 

chapter will be assumed greater than zero and all as will be 

taken to be a positive number less than 1. 

2:,12 Problem 

The problem treated in this chapter can now be stated 

:formally. 

Suppose one can observe N independent points 

x(tN) :from a signal x(t) over the interval 

[O,T], where the x(t) is generated by a process with podofo 

:f(x). Can one :find a :function T(x) = r(x,T,N) such that 

i'or each 1 >a>O, 8>0, there exists El number N(8,a) and a 

length T(s,a) so that taking N ~ N(s,a) and T ~ T(8,a) 
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imI>lies pi SUI> I :r(x) ~ f(x) I > e ~ < ex 
x 

the next sec on, conditions r which such an 

e exists are en and its form s ted. 

A 

this section, formulae for N,T f for I>respeci d 

numbers e and ex are e being the maximum allowable 

error (1 ~ ex) the level of confi 
A 

The estimates f 

of f 11 be obtained by e imating a iently close 

more convenient version g f, where g is formed from a set 

of I>robabi ties mj , j 1 ,2, ••• K, ob from f. Under 

sta ted tions, it 11 be shown that se estima tes i 

meet the rements st in the I>roblem. 

The g to be used deI>ends uI>0n I>roI>ert s of the unknown 

density tion f(x). all cases, it be assumed t 

f(x) has a S which is assumed to be an interval [a,b] 

on the real line and of B = (b~a)<oo but in some cases 

it is suff that S be essential 

called the essential sUI>I>0rt of f if, 

S will be c 

J If(x)1 < e 

x¢S 

ed the sUI>I>0rt of f(x) if 

J If(x)ldx 0 

x¢S 

Swill 

ed 



Let X O ,X1' .•• x K be a partition of [a,b] into K 

intervals of equal length. The func tion 
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m. = JX j f(x)dx, j = 1 929 . K, 3. 2~1 
J 

x. 1 J-

x, = x + j (B/K) 
J 

Formulae for g and K are given below under three 

smoothness assumptions on f. The quantities 8
a

,8
b 

and 8 1 

are all prespecified positive numbers wi th 8 1 = 8 a + 8
b 

< 8. 

Also h := B/K. 

18} Bounded first derivative 

Suppose that Sup I f' (x) I ~ D. Then choosing 

g(x) 

- 0 

and 

x6S 

BD 
K ;:" 28 

1 

''''> I g(x) - f(x) I < 8 • 
i 



se 3 A C R and a real number E 

and 

then, 

K 

and g(x) 

0 

where 

=> 

# J I ¢ ( u) I du ~ 8 a ' 
lui >A 

c v = 
Xl = 
j , = 

Sup If" (x) I ~ E, 
xeS 

Sin v/v 

X ~ (xo + h/2) 

j - 1 ; 

I g(x) - f(x) I < 8 1 • 

x ¢ 

Suppose 3 A C R ~ 

;Jr J I ¢ (u )Idu ~ 81, 

lui >A ; 

then choosing 

42 

3 2 

S 



and 

L~3 

K ~ AB/1T 

00 

g(x) ~L d j Gosic E(x f - jh), xES 

o 

=> 

Proofs of' 

j 

where d j ~ t illi 
i=1 

= 1 f'or 

Go c v = (Cos v 

Xl = X ~ xo-

Ig(x) -f'(x)1 < 81° 

j 

-

se results are given 

3.2-4 
x ¢ S 

j 1,2, •• K-1 

~ K 

Sic v)/v 

Lemmas 1, 2 and 3 

respectively, s of' applications of' se results 

are given in sec 

Assu;lling that one of' la, Ib, or Ie above obt ns, an 

estimate of g cons ts of the simultaneous estimation 

Then 

f(x) 

se e 

es rna 

g(x; 

es are denoted by 

f is taken as 

To obtain the estima s ill.'s, a length T of' signal 
J 

en From this nts are selected at random 
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and d. 

xiv ) t N. = the number o:f values :from 
J 

lx(t i ),x( ), x( t N) l which I in [x. ,x . ) . The 
J J 

estima 
A is then taken to be m. 

J 

m. = Nj/N, j = 1 ? 2 9 K 3.2~5 
J 

The formulas Nand T achieve a sired accuracy 

con:fidence (1 ~ex) will now be 

r.ves X(w,t) and X(w,t+u) tend 

vena Assumi that 

be independent as u-+ (Xl, 

it is tha t the m. I scan 
J 

determined with probabi ty 

1 usi a single Ie func on from process of erest. 

three ];la ular a ions on behaviour o:f the 

signals, ssions relating N, T and the error SjP I mj - mj I 
are In the followi 

SU];l];lose ];lrocess is 

To = 

Then T ~ To 

Suppose IR(Urmjl < 

let e ,e , e c 

:finite memory Do- Let 

l < ex. 

:for lui> D1 , and let 



T ~ To 

Im.~ID·1 > 
J J 
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< <X 

where R(U) is as defined in 3. 

Suppose the process is periodic or is approximated to 

be so (see section 3.1 and the comme 

od Tp ' and let 

Then T ~ To 

To = T /(28 ) P c 

=> P1Suplm. IDJ.I > 8e~ < <X. 
j J 

each of the cases, N ~ No 

fore Lemma 8), 

re 

3.2-6 

N is so large t the normal approximation may be 

th 

used (e.g if the number smallest about 100, 

see se 3.4), then, 

No 

where Z(1 - cxd/2K) 'is standard 

ordinate hav area of 

the tails. 
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III) If g(x) is given as in la, Ib or Ic, and To and No as 

in IIa, lIb or IIc, then taking T ~ To, N ~No and 

=> p(SUP I f(x) - f(x) I > d < ex 
x 

Details of these results are given in sections 3.3 and 

Thus given a stationary process (X(w,t) ,tE. R\ satisfying 

one of IIa, lIb, or IIc, and possessing a p.d.f. f(x) 

satisfying one of la, Ib, or Ic, it is then possible to 

estimate the p.d.f. of the process to a desired accuracy and 

with a given confidence interval by taking K, T, and N as 

indicated. Alternatively, of course, if a T and/or an N is 

given, the accuracy attainable can be calculated from these 

formulae. 

3.3 Details 

3.30 Introduction 

As explained earlier, in order to estimate the p.d.f. 

f(x) by an estimate f(x), the set of probabilities 

m" j = 1,2, ... K are first estimated. The function g(x) 
J 

which is obtained from the m.s is itself an estimate of 
J 

f(x). However, precise determination of the m.s is not 
J 

possible since only a finite length T of signal is normally 
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available analysis Thus i rmedia te es 

0T,j = OJ (see 3 3-7) of md must be obtained. the 

(J.s can be 
J 

by a dete ic method. However, it is 

usually more ctical to es ng a 

random sampling method as exp ned remark xiv so 

happens that number of points N needed to form 

estimates iii.s 
J 

the observed 1 T is independent of T. 

Hence it is ible to combine requirements for T and N 

in a single ityexpression prove these re 

will be helpful to break the estima on procedure into two 

stages: 

1 ) 0 f by g 

2) c g by r. 

What is of interest is to find 

pi If(x) -f(x)1 > e1 

Sup I f ( x) ~ f ( x) I 
xeS 

Sup I f (x) - g ( x) + g (x) -:f (x) I 

~ Sup I f(:r:) - g(x) I + Sup I g(x) r(x) I • 
xeS xeS 

It follows that, 

~ pH Sup I f(x) 
xeS 

If(x) - r(x) I > el 

it 



Thus, 

~ pi Sup I f' (x) ~ fit. (x) I > 81 l + pi SUp I g (x) f (x) I > 82l 

XeS xeS 

p1Suplf'(x) ~ r(x) I> 81 < 0: provided 
xeS 

I ) P i Sup I f' ( x) ~ g ( x) I > 81 1 < 0: 1 

II) 

xeS 

,,-. I 
pisup I g(x) ~t'(x) I> 8:.d < 0:2 

xeS 

3.3-1 

where 0:1~0:2 are po tive and their sum is 0: < 1. 

sections 3. and 3.32 it is shown that the es 

mation procedure given does in f'act give the inequal ies I 

and II in 3.3 

Lemmas 1 - 3 give inequality I under dif'f'erent assump-

tions on f'(x) and f'or dif'f'erent f'orms f'or g(x)o 

Let the essential support f'(x) be the interval 

S [a,b], and let (b - a) = B < co. If' f'(x) is continuous on 

Sand Suplf'!(x)1 ~ D, then with g as in 3. and K ~ BD / ( 1 ) , 

s the inequali ty I in 3.3-1 

By def'n of' m. and expanding f' at a f'ixed point 
J 

,x .], m. becomes 
J J 
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m. ;::: 
j 

1f(Y) + ( ) f I ( Idx 
J 

j~1 

where e; e, [x· 1 ,x.] 
J~ J 

[f(Y) ~ f! (e;)(y (x. 
J Xj~1) 

This implies 

Ig(Y)-f(y)1 

~ DB/2K for all y 

Thus 

Let the support f(x) be S as in 1 and let 

E\ + Suppose A C Rand a real number E :7-

~JIUI I 1> ( u) I du ~ 8 a 

and 

Iftl(x)1 ~ E 

Then taking 

and g(x) as in 3.2 impli'.es the i ty I in 3 



Let c. be the point (x. + x, 1 )/2 and let b
J
, 

J J J~ 

b. m./(x. x. 1)~f(C.), 
J J J J~ J 

be the bias error at c. 
J 

Then, g(x) in 3. omes 

K K 

g(x) ;:;; I f(C j ) C V
J
' + b .Sic v. 

J J 

j j :::1 

where Vj 

h B/K ::: (x. - x. 1) '<:f j 
J J-

1,2, ••• K 

By 5.11 , 

K 

3 

By expand f(x) in a Taylor series about c,' f(x) may be 
J 

written as 

.2 
f(x) f(C j ) + uf! (c .) + ~ffl( 

J 2 

where u = (x c .) 
J 

·and ~ e [x j ,x j ] 

and this in the definition b. 
J 



Hence 

=> ·1 g(x) 

Lemma 3 

t 

::3 A C R 

Then 

b j == ~~ f'fI ( f) 

h 2 E 
~ 24 for V XeS 

K K 

f(x)1 ~ l:[f(C)SiC Vj 

j=1 

f(x)1 + ILbjSiCVjl 

j=1 

(> 

support of f(x) S as in Lemma 1 • Suppose 

and g(x) as in 3.2-4, S the inequality I in 3.3-1 • 

proof is a direct application of e tions 5.24 and 

<> 
following summar iz e s re ts of Lemmas 

1 9 2 and 30 
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f(x) sati es the requirements of one of Lemmas 

1, 2 or 3, then K and g(x) given by 3 2-2, 3.2 

respective implies the inequality I in 3. any 

si number 81. <> 

A 

f is formed from the estimates mjs of s in the same 

way as g is formed from the mjs. That is 

f(x) 

A 

Estimates mjs only can be used for the mjs since the mjs 
A 

cannot be de rmined exactly. In order to show that f and g 

can be made suffici ly ose, it is first shown that there 

are estimates m.s that are suffic nt 
J 

Conditions r which these esti 

The proof of inequality II is thus 

close to 

s can be found are 

two ; the first 

part shows how mjs can be estimated and the second part 
A 

en. 

shows that f and g are sufficiently close when these e mates 

are used. 

To determine the m.s, two simultaneous sampli 
J 

schemes 

are necessary. This so Since, in the st place, only a 

length T of si is used for analysis, in e 

second ce, only a finite. number of po sNare ected 



from this length of si (See remark • ) Lemmas L~ 

12 show t this double sampling scheme is in fact po 

and how T and N are related to errors in e 

estimat 

der first the rst sampli procedure, name the 

determination of the T necessary a prespeci 

accuracy In particular consider first the estima tion one 

of the mjs, for some j 1 ,2, K, K is de d 

from Lemma 1 , 2 or 3. call that by nition (3.2 ), 

m. = pl w:x(w,t) e [x. ,x
J
.n J J 

and t the stationa assumption on the process => that 

this probability 

and 

Let 

t B. C n be 
J 

independent of t. 

[x·
1

,x.] 
J- J 

B. B.(t):::: B(t;x. 1'x.) = tw:X(w,t) E A·l 
J J J~ J J 

z . (t) by 
J 

i eo z.(t) 
J 

B.(t). For 
J 

i 

z.(t) = 
J c o 

if B. occurs 
J 

otherwise 

.(t)' the indicator function 
J 

ence the subscript j is 

the set 

d momen tar~-· 



It is seen that z(t) is a simple random 

ned on (fl,@,P), and that 

E[z(t)] = J z(t) 
fl 

= 
fB(t)dP 

= P[B(t)] 

m. 3.3-5 

Also R(";) = E[z(t)z(t+,,;)] = J z(~)z( ) 
fl 

= P[B(t) nB( ) ] 

This is independent of t as it only on the second 

order distribution of the SSe 

Thus E[z(t)z(t+,,;)] be 

convenience. 

Consider the random variab 

by 

ted by R (,,;) or R(,,;) for z 

eT(w) == e :::: 8
T 

. defined 
T , J 

8T (w) it . T z(t)dt. 3.3-7 
0 

T 
Then using 3. E[ ] (1 IT) J E[ z (t) ] d t == ID. 3.3~8 

0 



.5.5 

T T i 2 J J E[z(t)z(s)Jdtds m2 

o 0 

1 tf m2 = T2 R(t-s)dtds 
o 0 

Put (t-s) :::: U 

t v 

Then e Jacobian is i -T 
u 

T 

and the area of integration 

is d as shown in 

s. Thus 

o JT-U T T 
Var[BTJ :::: ~ R(u)du dv + J R(U)dUJ d~ 

-T 0 0 u 

e R(u) is symmetric. 

The owi ng Lemmas, 4 .5, whlch show th,? t the {:iT 

can be obtained from a single sample runc on 9 can now be 

proved 



Lemma 1± 

IR(u) ~ ~ 0 as lui ~ 00, then 

where R(u) is de 

is defined by 3. and is defined by 3. 

Proof: 

hypothesis on R => Var[ ] -+ 0 

as T~oo. In of 3. , application Tchebycheff1s theorem 

gives 

PU.I' 

sired re t. 

result Lemma 4 can strengthened to 

'\I U y then 

Lim 0T == m wi 
T~oo 

probabili 1 , 

d P > 0, 0 < C < 00 and R ( u) 9 m and 0 Tare as 

Let ~(t) z(t) ~ m. 

Then E[~(t)J = 0 

8'1d E[~(t)~(t+u)J C(u) ~--~ R(u) 

T 
, let 7]T Tj (1 IT) J ~ (t) 

0 

o 

Lemma 4 



n E[ 7]J ° 
and Var[7]J 

Also ~ IR(U) - m
2

1 ~ lui <=> lo(u) I ~ lui 

so that 20fT 1 Var[7]J ~ T u p (1 - ~)dU 

° 
~ if ° < p < 1 

T 

or if p ;;:: 1 , )dUJ 

0" 
~ -- where ° < y, 

TY 

and where 0 I 0" are constants. 

That is if O(u) ~ where p > 0, 

[7] ] ~ 
T 

where K and v are si ti ve cons tan ts, 

and K is < 00 

Now se p so that vp > 1, and a sequence 

Then 

0, 

T ;;:: pP, Va r[7]T J ~ K 

P 
, for arb i trary 



PU77 131 > 8} ~ 
K 

and 
p p 2 

00 00 L Pi!77
pt3

l > 81 L K 
= < 00 

p 2 

p=1 

so that by the Borel Ii Lemma, ror p large enough 

77 13 < 8 a.e. or, Lim 77 
p p-7co 

o th probability 1. 

For the interval be 

= Constant [~ + hi 

Constant 
p2 

by s argument to the previous case 
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T (pf3 
Lim J ?;;(t) 

Jo 
?;;(t)dtl = o a.e. 

p-700 
0 

where pf3 ~ T < ( )f3 

T f3 

Lim * J ?;;(t)dt 
1 rP 

Lim T J ?;;(t) 
T-700 0 p-700 0 

:r!: :::: Lim T Tj f3 
p-700 P 

:::: o a.e. 

. 1 t wi th pr ty 1 • i.eo Llm T. Z ( t) d t = m, i 
T~oo 0 <> 
Pa eu values :for T are in Lemmas 6 ~ 8 

I:f R(u) as fined in 3 is equal to m2 for 

lui 

T ~ To = Max1 

ml > 8 I < ex 0 c e 

equation 3.3-9, 



But 

Hence, 

when 

Yare eTl to 1R(U) - m2 l (1 - ¥)dU 
o 

3 

I J L Z (t) - m \1 z (t+u) m I dP I 
n 

r Iz(t) ~m12 In 

m - m2 s Z(t)2 

1 ::;: "4 s e 0 oS m 

3-10, Var[OT J ::;: 0: 
c 

T ~ MaxLUo;{2O:c 2),U O \ 

T > U o 

= z(t) 

::;: 1 . 

The de result follows as a conse~uence of 

theorem 

The following Lemma is i less restric ve 

60 

IS 



Proof:-

so that for 

:l!) du 
T 

Lemma 8 gives a result t is useful for periodic 

functions Recall that (section 3.1) x(t) may be 

by (t) or proxima ted arbi closely by 4 e (t), 

21TjW t 
n . 

In many cases, the w have a common factor w (see e.g. n p 

61 

ed 

[ ,61 ]) then the s be said to be c wi th 

pe od := 1/W 0 

p 
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Lemma 8 

If' x(t) is ri odic wi th pe Tp ' then tak 

T;;;: To=T( +1)/(2E) p c 

Proof':-

From equation 3.3-7, 

Let J be nearest inte to T/Tp " For convenience 

drop script j f'or moment. Then if' > T, 

°T 
- i rTp z(t) -~ (p z(t)dt - T 

0 T 

and 
JT 

m ~ J p z(t)dt 
T 

so at (JT - T) (m - 1 ) /T ::;; (OT~m) ::;; m( T)/T. p 

, it is seen t when T > JT p' 

-meT - JT )/T ::;; p (OT- m)::;; (T-JT )(1 p m)/T 

ei ther case, 

lOT - ml < I ( T)/TI ~ 1/( 1 ) 

< EC if' J > (8 c 1)/(2{::c)· <> 



For the simultaneous es 

following result is obt 

tion of the m.s, the 
J 

Under the hypothe s of one of Lemmas 6, 7 or 8 3 a 

To for T ~ To 

For E > ° and a ~ ° < a < 1, and one of the cases c c c 

given in Lemmas 6,7 or 8, 3 To ~ T :;;:, To :;::> 

pi I mj - . , > 8 ~ < a /K 0 

, J c c 

Then since 

pL~ 1m. - (7T . I > EC] J , J 

K 

~ pi m. - t7T . I > Ec l , 
J 1 J 

j 

the result follows. <> 
Let t 

r :;:: 1.1: e [O,T], i =1 ,2, .0. Nl. Let pi be the probability 

measure on r termined by the product of N independent 

uniform stributions on [O,T]. probability space 

1r ,A,P' ~ obtained, where A is ass of all measurab 



sets in r. For co nce denote! by Y. Thus 

selection of N points t1 , • 0 tN € [O,T] corre 

the selection of a point y € ro 

It is easi 

3.2-1 has a multi 

and 

e ished that the rnjs as 

distribution. (See sect 

[rn.(y,w)] = BT .(w) 
J , J 

64 

to 

d by 

3.4.) Then 

Lemmas 10 and 11 ve No necessary for a en acquracy. 

Lemma 10 

Given an 8 d and an ad 3 an No ::;;>... , 

where BT . is 
, J 

A 

by 3.3-7 and mj is ven by 3.2-5. 

Proof: 

From 

Since 

The re 

istics of ill j (section 3.4), 

[ (BT . - ill . )] = 0, 
,J J 

varr [ (BT . - ill.) ] = --=-~--=---=~-
, J J 

o ::;; BT . ::;; 1 , 
, J 

Varr[IBT,j-mjIJ ::;; 1/(4N) 

follows using Tchebycheff's theorem, with 



Note that the important thing here is that No is 

independent of 8T .s and hence of T@ 
, J 

<> 

The following Lemma deals with the simultaneous esti~ 

mation of all the 8T .s. 
, J 

Lemma 11 

where {}T ., 
, J 

'" m ., 
J 

are as in Lemma 10 and K is determine d a s in 

Lemmas 1, 2 or 3. 

Proof:-

since 

K 

~ LPill{}T,j-mjl > Ed l 
j=1 

K 
< \' e T l\,j (1 - {} T ? j ) 

~ NEd 
j=1 

~ (K - 1 )/ (KNE~) 
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K K K 
2 e

T 
. e; . K K + , J , J 

j=1 j=1 

K 

~ e;,j 
1 
K 

j=1 

~ 0 . 

Lemma follows with No = (K 1)/(Kad 8 d). <> 
Consider now the product probability space 

iilxr,8xA,pxP'1 and denote Pxp! by What is of interest 

is to find the probability of error in estimating the mjs by 

themjs. This probability is 

p* i Sup 1m. - m . I > 8 e 1 • 
j J J 

Lemmas 9 and 11 can be combined to give the de result, 

and this is ne in Lemma 12. 

Given a process satisfying the hypothesis of one of 

Lemmas 6, 7 or 8, an 8 
e· 

an a2 then 3 a To and an 

No 3- N ~ No and T ~ To, 

"-
where mj is 

=> p* i S~p I m j ~ m j I > 8 e 1 < a2, 
J 

fined by 3 2-5, and mj is d by 3 2 



Proof:-

p* t Sup 1m. - m·1 > ee 3 
j J J 

~ p* H Sup I BT . - m·1 > E J u [sup I BT . - ftl. I > Ed n 
j ,J J c j ,J J 

~ P*tSUpIBT . -m·1 > E 3 + P*tSUpIBT . -m·1 > Ed3. 
j ,J J C j ,J J 

Oonsider the first term on the right hand side. Denote the 

set in t 3 by F and the wand y sections by F wand F y 

respectively. Then, 

~ [r 
null set 

and (Halmos [45J p@144), 

Note that 

p* t F 3 = J pit F w 3 dP ( w ) 
fl. 

= J IF ( w) dP ( w) • 
fl. y 

if w e. F y 

if w ¢ Fy 

F v = t w: Sup 1m. - BT . I > E 3 
o j J ,J . c 

so that, using Lemma 9, 

< ex 
c 

Oonsider now the second term on the right hand side. Denote 

the set in t3 by G and the wand y sectiqns by Gw and Gy 



respectively. Then 

and thus, using Lemma 11 , 

p*1G~ = ] pi 1Gwl dP (W) 
n 

< CXd] dP(w) 

n 

68 

Hence the result, provided To is as in Lemma 9 and No is 

as in Lemma 11. 

quality II can now be 

the following Theorem. 

2. 

g(x) 

i) 

ii) 

or iii) 

and r(x) is 

then 

is defined as in 

30 

3.2-3 

302-4, 

by 

r(x) g(x;m1' 

p*1Suplf(x) 
xE.S 

<> 

oved,· and this is done 

one 
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i) I r(x) g(x) I = I~ XC[x. 1 ,x.],j 1, .K 
J- J 

~ 8 e xeS. 

The desired result follows from Lemma 12. 

ii) Let 8. be the error in estimating m .• 
J J 

notation 

Therefore, 

Lemma 2, 

j 

K 

g(x) + L 
j=1 

C(V.). 
J 

K A 

g(x) I ~ L I-tSiC(v j ) I 
j=1 

K/2 

~ ( 28 e/1r) :[ j
1
h 

j 

Then, wi th the 

8 = Sup 8. 
e j J 

~ 1T~ 8 e log2 (K/2) 82. 
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and hence, by Lemma 12, result. 

iii) 
00 

r(x) 1T '" C(V j ) = h d. 
J 

j 

00 

= ~L (d j + 17j ) Cosic(v.) 
J 

j 

00 

= g{x) + 17 j Co C (v.) 
J 

j 
where 17· = ~ e

i
, j=1,2, . . . K-1 , 17 j 0 for j ;:;. K 

J i=1 

since d. 
J 

= 1 for j ;:;. K. 

Ir(x) ~g(x)1 ::: ~I 17 j Cosic(vj)l. 

j=1 

ri t hand side is, 

1 2 

lli[ 8iCoSic(V1) + LeicosiC(V:a)+". (;\Co C(VK- 1 )]i 
i=1 i 

K-1 

lE[e1 COSiC(V j ) + e:a L OoSiC(v j )+ .. eK_1CosiC(vK_1) JI 
j=2 

~ K ( ) 
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and again the result follows from Lemma 12. <> 
The overall resul t is now sta ted in the following 

Theorem. 

Suppose 1x(w, t) ,t e Rl is a second stationary 

random process sa sfying the hypothesis of Theorem 2 and has 

a p d.f. f(x) isfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1. Then, 

ven an 8 > 0 and a positive ex less than 1 , 3 an estima te 

f(x) f(x;N,T), a number No, and a length To, y. 'V N ~ No 

and T ~ To, 

p*1Suplf(x) f(x)1 > 8~ < ex. 
xeS 

Theorems 1 and 2 and the formula 3.3-1 with ex1 0 

implies the result <> 

Remarks 

i) Lemma 1 , nce K depends on fi (x) and B only and 

f i (px) = ~fi (x), K will be unchange~ even if the points a, 

b, are shifted provided 81 is expressed as a percentage of f. 

ii) From considerations of properties of Fourier trans~ 

form irs, (see e.g. [30,107,108]), it is seen that many 

processes isfy the requirement 
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J 1¢(u)ldu---+O as A---+oo. 3.3-11 
lui >A 

In particular, if the nth derivative fn(x) exists and 

Ifn(x)1 is integrable, then [30], 

I¢(u) I < constant/(Iul n ). 

Also, in many cases, p.d.f.s are expandable in terms of 

the Hermite functions Y (x) (see e.g. [30,78]), and in these n 

cases the condition 3.3~11 is satisfied. This can be seen 

by noting that 

where 

and that the Fourier transform of the Hermite functions are 

the same Hermite functions apart from a constant ~see e.g. 

[107]). See also section 3.5. 

iii) In certain cases, f(x) is "band limited" to A 

(wri tten f(x) € B[-A,A]), which means that 

¢(u) = 0 for lui> A, 

A being a constant. In such cases, it is possible to obtain 

error free reconstruction from ei ther values of f(x) at 

points every 
17 A apart, or areas of the p.d.f. within class 

intervals of width i (see chapter 5). 



iv) When f(x) is not band limited to A, but is recon-

structed using either equation 5.8 or 5.24 w 

assumption that f(x) E B[ -A,A] , then an 

incorrect 

bound 8 for the u 

error in reconstruction due to "aliasingll is (see chapter 5) 

8
U 

= J 1¢(u)ldu. 
lui >A 

v) In Lemma 2, note that the condit I f" (x) I ~ E, 

=> that if 8 > 0, then for any ~ ~ (~8), 

;1 I ¢ (u) I du < 8. 

lul>~ 

To show this, note that 

= - ~2r ejUXf"(x)dx, (as is se~n by 
-00 

integra ting by parts twice), and hence, 

;1 I ¢(u)1 du 

lul>~ 

1~2 r ejuxf"(x)dxldu 
... 00 

~ ~J . BE/(u2 )du 

lul>AE 
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vi) Lemma 2 if the assump on of support is replaced 

by essent ~JPport for f(x), then there is an additionHl 

error term to be considered, which however is small, as shown 

below, 

K 

I I f(Cj)SiC(V j) - f(x) I 
j=1 

f(c.)Sic(v.) -
J J 

j=-oo j=-oo 

00 

I f(c.)Sic(v.) 
J J 

f(x) I 
j=k+.1 

where Bs is the additional error, and 

vii) In Lemmas 2 and 3 the simple transformation of the 

r. VeX into y by 

y = px + y 
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has the errect upon the error and K as rollows: 

rr K is una red the error is replaced by s1/p. Note 

that the rracti error is unchanged 

To prove this p r. of the r. v. y and 

¢2(U) be its characteristic function. Then 

so that 

~ J I ¢ ( u) I dLj. < 
lul>A 

rmore, 

=>~J 1¢2(u)ldu < sa/lpl 
lul>A/I pi 

f2(y) . ~iJOO e-
jUY

¢2(U)dU 
,..,00 

2 

which on substituting for ¢2(U) and y in the integrand s 

whi in turn gives 

1 (y) = -f(x) 
p 

fM (y) 

The e tions 3.3-12 to 3. 4 prove the a 

remark. 

3,3-13 

3.3-14 

on in the 

viii) 

(i.e. 

cases in which p.d.f. is not continuous, 

c.d.f. has a discontinuity of the ), the 

p.d.f. cannot be accurately rmined by these methods 

However, some idea of the pdf. can still be ob d. In 
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the case of the method in Lemma 1 r example, the errors will 

be interval where the discontinuity exists. In the 

o cases, the errors in parts other than the discontinuous 

po be slightly increased, though the main errors 

will 1 be around the discontinuous points (See examples 

in sec on 3.5). 

ix) an example of Lemma 8, cons the experimental 

determina on of the p.d.f. of a random se sinewave 

process. as" can arise if incomple riods are present 

in the the signal being analysed. j 

I 

:x 

FIG. 3.2. 

Thus the on of A in fig. 3.2 may ter-

mined to any desired prec on with the methods given reo 

But in the case of B gure, the ped.f. will be 

greater for positive x for negative x. A case such as 

C will also be biased, but c arly, in this case, the ct 

of the incomplete period is co derably less o 



The as is seen be due to incomplete on 

a c e the signal, and is the tion of incomple 

cycles over the total 1 of si 

x) error as by Lemma 8 can be decrease 

"tai the signal at ends to an extent c 

to about a quarter of a e of the lowest frequency 

in the s For , the signal 

[ x(t) 

° 

tC [O,T] 

otherwise 

may be mul ied by a ve 

where 
IC( t y) tC [O,y] 

1 t cry T 
KT(t) := 

IC( , y) t C [T 9 T J 

° t$ [0 l'J 

and ¥ = T /4, ° ~ lC(t,y) ~ 1 IC(O,y) := ° lC(y y) - 1 > 

P 

For example lC(t,y) may be (1 )/2 

The of' the ends 11 tend to I'ea 

blas due t.o some quency C! sand decrea 

to others i Sy even out e bias 

The error ven Lemma 8 be greater 



obtai correc on ef'fects are E\rell ur) 7 

Lemma 8 s an idea error to be expec ()l() t3l ,1 

length for a given error. Lemma 8 is 

fairly conditions and is less restric 

suggested by [9] or [2] and is easier to apply [2Jo 

The si length requirement is also generally 

required [9J which, moreover is only an intui suIt, 

t the si gnal ne not be periodic but 

needs to r 

adjacent 

sense that ~ (§ 

tits statisti 

T is to be s 
p 

teristics, i 

ally Itsimil 

be constant fop each interval 

xi) assumption bounded opt in Lemmas 

not a parti restric e one since any physieal 

would nece e only a te itude range. 

xii) The onIR(u)···m2 Io as lul-->coin 

is equivalent saying tha t the B(t) and B( 

to be indep r" I lui, s e 

R(u) - piB(t)nB( )J 

f B(t) and B(t+u) are endento s is a peaF:ionab 1(~' 

a1'3sumption since it is ing tha t 

inclependen t of s t (and or 

i i) Al though a computer has been assnrne(i 



the resnl cable in 

with and For 

length can be 1'0:[' analogue .i.s OJ .AI,B() 'I 

in a system, it possible to direc y obta 

s by reading off 

Here i = 1 ,29 • 0 N 

s at times t(i) i 

r'earrangement 

1 

it., i 
l 

-1 92, s. N ~ carre 

that t( ) ~ t(i+1) for 1 i 1 ,2, 

of the f(x) may be accompli d 

pulses 

) 

to evaluate d 

of x (t) 

m. 
itudes (-if) at. 

oned ear'lier 

tly. This is se 

be evaluated a "ire 

a ye r in 

N~1 0 Recomj 

ng a ot' 

te times 

be so since 

rge number" p 

to z (t) iTt 3 7 is 0 or 1. However it 

not necessary s tingulsh 1)e possible 

value of' x(t) s the signa1s are a1 f'regue 

(and hence nuous) and t;hus tudes of' nei 

ing points cannot vary grea tlJ! 1'rom e Ill. 

lar' the po in the e be asm:uned t.o lit:! 

been sampled at least the Nyquist (S88 chap )" 

which means t largest possible .ttude 1'8nge lletw,;::;t'ii 

l3UCC esslve :L s ·the maxinm.m gnal 

the extreme case is 8. rnt3x.i.mum sinuso.i. 



ponent the maximum ],s })resen to 01'1 

points are spaced at inte s of' h seconds this nt 

may written as 

and e maximum ra of' is 

1TB/h 

at t h/2. To ensure that ampli tude range 

x( ) ~ x( ) is less tb.an ~/K, 

> B SinC
mf

) 211 

where 0 - (t.. 1 ~ l+ 
) . For smal1 0, this may be 

to 

tha t is 

o < 

Thus, ensure eTlery possible case, it is necessary to 

divide h o at as t (1TK) fUr th er.' d.i vi ons . 

if' K == 1 00 and re are 6000 nts s numbe 

points to be evalua ted is abollt 2x106 On othe hcmd, 

as is ShovVIl sec 3 4·, 1 0 ~ 000 points randomly 

wi gi ve a maximum el'por (00 ) with a derwf'; If:nre 1 

of' 99 % 



Let a size N be drawn, and let the N 

be separated into K classes the number f'alling in the 

jth class be N .• 
J 

and ill. is taken to 
J 

The probabili ty 

i 

K 

N. N 
J 

to be (see e.g. [24, ,108]) 

That is 

t!. := E[ ill . ] 
J J 

Thus E[m.] = 6. and Var[m.] = 
J J J 

If' however N is large so 

ion 

mul 

t 

the m.s is easily showl' 
J 

al distribution. 

Q. 
J 

( 1 

,... 
m.s 

J 

can be taken to be Gaussian (see e g. [ ]) th 

E· := (ill. - (7 . ) II[ ( (7 • Q . IN) , 
J J J J J 

Z(1 IXd2) is the ordInate an area 

From this it follows that 



in 

N ~ No ::::: 

pI I ill . - a . I > Bd J < 
J J 

Moreover when K simultaneous estimations· are 

ils 

ordinate having an area or 

e normalized Gaussian distribution, then 

P1at least one error> Bd1 
K 

1 

K 

< 

1 

e~ample, let 8 d ::::: 0 1 , - 0.05 and K - 100 

[1J Z(1 ) ::::: 3 5, so tha t 

No ::::: 0.99x100x20 ::::: 1980 without 

and 

Gaussian ima 

No 3.5x3 100 ill 

300 the Gaussian approximation. 
0 

For ano exa e let 8
d --- 0 02 and ad 0 01 

as above Here Z(1 aal2K) 3 9 giving 

No 
. 250,000 without Gaus an approximat "0 

K 
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-------i;{;:.;kT-~~ 0.1 0.05 
\1(; 

0.02 0.01 

70 270 1~70 6l,.200 
0.1 1 865 

, 4,000 25,000 . 100,000 

0.05 2.0 100 400 2,500 1 1 ° ,000 
: 

, , 50,000 200,000 
I 

60 L~, 200 16,500 
Oe01 2e57 

, L~O , 25x104 106 
• .1 

0.005 2.81 
200 790 _~950 1 9 . .! 800 ,,~, 

- - -

0.0025 3.03 
230 920 5.! 750 1 22J'OOO 

F~'--

! - -

0.001 3 .. 3 
250 1 ,000 6,300 J. 2 .. 2.!.200 

I - - -
. 

0.0005 3.5 
300 1 ,200 7,600 36,500 .-

- - - 1 -
1 

0.0001 3.9 
380 1 ,50 9,500 3 , 

! -

Gaussian Approximation: (K=1), upper gures. The low values 
of a are used for large K. e.g., 
if K = 100, a = 0.0001 gives Ka = 0.010 

Without Gaussian A~proximation: Lower figures. 



and with the Gauss n aHHroximation. 

Some common pedDf.s are re examined for their channel 

re9.uirements The pod.f.s are n :for their wi 

differing The Gauss n stribution f is smooth g 

and symme cal. The uniform str.i bu tion f u has a sharp 

discont at each end. "sinusoidal di on" f s 

(the pdf o:f a random newave) is asympto c and 

di at the ends. The Rayleigh distribution fr is 

smooth righ t of the but it is trical 

and a scontinuous vative at the ori None of 

these are band limited tunct ¢ B[ ~A,AJ 

for te A), so that error free recons on is not 

In fact the error bound as given by 3.3-12 is 

i for f and f , u s very large errors will only 

re t at the disconti es, particularly the jumHS 

are I (See figs. 3.3 3.6.) However, practice 

pod.f.s will not normally This is seen 

to ticularly so when it is noted that the distribution 

sum z:::; X + y of i ndent random var bles x and y 

i convolutlon seHarate dis ons of x and yo 

teristi.c on of z is the + ,~ of the 

tst.i(~ tunct of x and yo Hractice, 

are cont d with noise whi is often Gaussian 



(see e.g. [78]) and the charac stic function of the 

Gaussian stribution is the form ( ) , 

charac istic func of practical gnals wi to 

fy the re ements of Lemmas 1 to 3 (see section 3.53) 

In any case, the examples wi give an idea of the number of 

channels that one shou take when ining p.d.f.s, par~ 

ti rly when conditions of Lemmas 1 to 3 are not 

comple te sfiedo 

numerical used in the following calculations 

been taken la ly from [1] al so fro m [30]. The 

subscript 8i in Lemmas 1 to 3 will dropped for 

convenience. 

s for K for 8 ~05xMaxlfg(x)1 are calcula d 

below for the three separate cases in Lemmas 1 to 3. 

fg(X) 
1 _x2 /( ) 

Q;J (21f) e 

Then, f~(X) = (x) 

and f"(X) fg(X)t(~)2 1 1 g 

D = Maxi ! (x)1 @ 0.24/0-2
, 

8 0.05f g (0) 
. o 02/0-, .. 



B 

so that K > 30. 

3.512 Method of Lemma 2 

Using results of 2, and in view of remark vii, 

let 

f (x) 1 e == ;((21T) g (i.e. jJ,=0, 0-=1) 

Then ¢(u) :::: e 

E :::: Max I f~(X) I (0) • 0.4, 

B · 5 · , 
8 · 0.02005 · 

B2E 
1/( 2 .48

b ) 248
b 

= 

8 = a 0.00005 and o 

K ;:: 22. 

nally using the result of Lemma 3, es 

K ;:: 5 . 

that the hypothesis that 

e(x) is te is not strictly correct in this case 



x E. [: ~B/2 ,B/2] 

otherwise. 

The method does not strictly apply since there is a 

discontinuity at + and B/2e 

Clearly, the smaller the 

intervals, more accurately 

the discontinuous points are 

located. The errors are y 

where the discontinui falls. 
-,B/2 

charac is func tion is [1 ] 

Consider 

Sin(Bu/2)/(Bu/2) 

= Sin(z)/z where z 

j(n+1)7T 
sn = ISin(z)/zldz . 

n7T 

j
(n+1)7T 

> I Sin(z)/(n7T+7T)dzl 
n7r 

2/(n7T+1T) 

1 

Bu/2 

87 

B/2 
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Hence, 

1 

> L 1 /(r+1 ) 

r=n 

where n, 1 are inte :3- n1T;;:: A and 11T ~ L, and thus 

IL ---? 00 as L ---? 00 ';/ te A. 

Thus the method or Lemma 2 does not strictly apply in 

the sense t the error bound in Lemma 2 is 00. However, 

as mentioned in viii), and as illustrated by 

some idea or shape is 1 obtainable. 

Similar ~emarks to that section 3.522 above apply. 

Asa modirication to this 

case, consider the stribution 2/B 

shown at right. 

D = 4/B2 -B/2 B/2 

E is zero 

¢(u) - tSin(uB/4)/(uB/4)l2 

~ 16/ (B 2 u 2 
). 

tat x o where it is underined. However, 

the bias there is small. Hence thi s case the re 

of' Lemmas 1, 2 or 3 may be considered to be sa tisfi 

nts 



[ 
1/11T(v2~ ) ~ i 

fs(X) = 
0 

f~(x) = 

and 

which is unbounded as x approaches 

v. Also, 
-v 

e jux 

Putting x = vCos(e) into the above gives 

¢(u) ~J1T ejuvCos(e)de 

o 

= Jo(vu)* 

where J o (·) is the Bessel function 

Since lis of the order of 1 If x, 

is y not bounded for finite A 

Ixl ~ v 

Ixl > v 

r zero [1,109]. 

none of the methods LernIDas 1 to 3 stric 

apply 

) 
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Consider now following modifica on Define an 

f(x) by 

f(x) 

otherwise. 

k is a normali constant. 

a fini te 

for K. But, 

A 
¢(u) = 2kJ Cos(ux)/(v2 )! 

o 

A 
( 2 k/ v ) J 11 + ~ ( ~ ) 2 + ~ ( ~)'4 + ••. 1 Cos ( ux ) dx 

o 

s becomes, with y ux integrating term by 

(see e. g. [90,109]) 

Thus for 

(Au)i1+t(_1 )2[ (AU)2S (AU) + 2AUCOS(AU) vu 

n ( AU) ] + ~ ( ;U) 4: [ (AU) 4: (AU) + 4 (AU) 3 + •.• J 1 

(Au)11+t(~)2 +~(~)4: + (~)6 + .•• 1 +'0(~2)' 

U and A < v, 

That is, I ¢ (u) I decreases as Sin( z)/ z, as would be expected 

since b our of ¢(u) for U is governed by the 

discont es (see e.g. Wiener [107J) for A < v, the 
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discont es are similar to the case of the rectangular 

distribution. Thus similar remarks to those for the rectan-

gular di on as regards Lemmas 2 and 3. 

Assume now re is say 10% of independent 

Gaus an added to the sinusoid - that is, the random 

phase sinewave ess and noise with p.d.f. 

f (x) = y 

is added together to 

z = x + y. Then nce 

e 

the characteristic func 

will be 

so that 

(2u2
) 

ve a 

e 

where u = 0.1 v/Ai'2 

ess with p.d.f. f (z) where z 

summed process, ¢ (u) z 

reducing it to the Gaussian case. 

Also, since 

fz(X) = 2~r ¢z(u)e-jUXdu , 
-00 

If;(x)1 = I! 2~r ¢z(u)e jUXdul 
_00 



~ 1 / ( 'lT0-2') , 

and, If~(X) I ~ i1/(21T) J ru2exp(~0-2U2/2)dU 
-00 

Thus 1 the conditions of Lemmas 1, 2 or 3 are e 

satisfied 

! (x) 

flr(x) 
r 

f'It(X) = 
r 

Maxlf(x)1 : 0.6065/0-

[68,78J 

x;;;:: 0 

x<o 

¢ (u) I. X -x2 /20-2 juxd = j ~re e x 
o 
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ctively 



where 

and 

From [1J 

and 

. JOO ~x2/2u2 jux
dx = JU e e 

o 

J
OO 2/2 2 

Ii ~ ju Cos(ux)e-X U dx 

o 

[ 
_x2/2u2 

~u . Sin(ux)e dx 
o 
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[( ju #r) e (jux~i' /2u2)dX 

o 

-uuif2D(uu/if2) where D(v) = e dx 

is the Dawson Integral. 

Thus , with V= (uif2/u), 

¢(vif2/u) = i1 - 2vD(v) 3 + j"f1Tve 

No th at fo r A > 1 

r
L 

JV. ( IL(A) = I [2ve 
J A 0 

J
L V2JV x2 

t2ve- e dx - 1 ldv 
A . 0 

+ Ib ~ (L - A) 

where JL -V2JA dxdv 
A 0 

D(AH1 ~ eA2 
. J 
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and fI, -V'r dxdv ::::: J ve 
A A 

J\x·t _v 2 
::::: dv 

A x 

::::: (1,. - A) 

::: (L - A) D(L) + D(A) 

Thus (A) ~ D(A) as L ~ 00 ,and hence 

Values of K are aga evaluated for 

B ::::: 0.05 Maxlf (x) I ~ 0.0303/v . 
r • 

B ~ 3, 

K ~ DsB : 100. 

[I¢(u) Idu · AfT D(--) · v 1[2 
A 

..!. for large A · 
So that AB · 11' · rTB a 11' 



i • 

with 8 a 0.02/0- and 

K 
. . 

0.0103/0-, 

50 . 

K ~ . 30. 
1T • 



"" 

OP rror 

" ," 

Zo 

10 Channels; Max. error; O. perc 

Ze = Zero 1 ina of' error. 
Zo ::= Zero line of' output. 

Ze 

"" 
"" 

Error as % of fg(O). 

ferror 
.~ ." .« ~~ ~. : 

". 

40 Channels; Max. error ~ 0.03 percent. 



error 

e1 . 
" 

e2 . 
& 

Ze 

50 percent error,(Max.) • 

11 percent error. 

10 Channels. 

97 

211 

Ze = Zero line of error. 
Zo = Zero line of output. Input Uniform over [11, 1] • 

2 

Zo 

61 ~ 50 percent error, (Max ; outsideB1,211]). 

e ~ 11 percent error. (Max in [11,211]) 

40 Channels. 



................................ !:.:~.?~ .................................................................................... . 

e1,e2,e3,e4,e5,e6,e7 are 
98,80, ,1 0, 2,. 3 , . 5 percent errors 
expressed. as .Qercent of> actual value. 

10 Channels. 

98 

Ze :::: Zero line of error. 
Zo = Zero line of' output. Input asymptotes at 11 and 211 • 

-error 

e1 ,e2 ,e3 ,e4 ,e5 ,e6 ,e7 are 
960,350~100,11,11, 8,2 percent errors 
expressed as rcent of' actual value 

40 Channels 
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~ !: !: ~ ! 

.. ";:,,, .. ,, .................. ,, ... .. ................................ -- ...... " ....................... , ... " ... ., .................... ,,,.,, ..... , .. 

e ". 

error 

" 

" 

'I 

L 
'\ : . Zo \ . ri ' 
•• • ........ :ij ................................................... I ....... . 

~I it :i "J , , : 

11 

10 Channels. 

Ze Zero line of error. 
Zo = Zero line of output. 

'. 

'. '. 
". 

OF 

Ze 

Input; f R ( 0 ) is at 11 • 

...................... _·! .. ••• .. ··_ .. • ........ • .. •·•• .. ,,· .. · .. 'c· .. · .. ·· .... · ...... ·::, .. : .... •·• ........................................................................................... . 

Ze 

ei =i 4, e2 ~ 5 Q"Jax.), e3 ~ 1.5 and 

40 Channels. 

percent of ifR Max 
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CRAFTER 4 

4.1 Review 

The importance of power spectral density determinatlon 

was first shown by Wiener [106]. Spectral analysis has since 

been found t~ be an inva tool in signal processing 

although there are many problems associated with the 

practical determination of power spectra. Many of these 

were st~died in detail by Blackman and Tukey [13]. Some of 

the early work on the subjeot includes publications by 

Tu!,-e;yr [95 J, Phillips [52 J , Solodonikov [86]. 

A number of books [8,32,62,63] on random signal analysis 

were published about 1955 -1960 with some more rigorous 

mathematical texts [5135,4375]. Some recent publications 

on the more practical problems power spectral m~asurements 

(as well as on data handling ) are the books by 

Blackman [12J, Bendat and Piersol [9J, Korn [60], and the 

papers [40,41,54,58,79J94,110J. 

Practically all of the above a 

analogue schemes) considered ob 

s (not counting 

:spectrum as the 

Fouri~r transform of the correlation function. Simulation 

of analogue methods have also been ~ttemp [44 99]. 

Other methods include the complex demodul ion method and 
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more recently, th the d of the Fourier transform 9 

ectral averaging of sections the si ([11,18,25,27, 

28,100 ] icula 

In is a bri comparison is made some of 

the methods of termining pO'wer tra. 

(a) Periodogram (Schuster) s. 

In the Periodogram method the spec components SM(w) 

are estimated as 

11'~ jwtnl 2 

8M (w) = M LI X ( t n ) e 4.1 

n=O 

For random si Is, however, this is quite unsa s-

facto as the ance of the est s can be extremely 

and does not decrease to zero with number of 

es lIE. [6,53J. 

(w) 

S(w) is the true value of spectrum at fre y We 

(b) Four1er Transform of tion tion. 

a long time, the trum has been de rmined as the 

er t:ransform of correlation function as Pr'ov by 
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the Wiener~Kintchine relationship [63J Bartlet [6J 

suggested averaging a number of periodograms of segments 

of the series to get a consistent estimate, and this in fact 

works out to be the same as determining the spectrum from a 

weighted correlation function. Parzen [73J showed how 

consistent estima tes could be obtained by taking a "spectral 

average" of the calculated spectrum. 

(c) Filter Simulation (simulation of the analogue process). 

Digital simulation of the analogue methods would seem an 

"obvious" method of determining the power spectrum. How-

ever, the digital simulations are tedious and have become 

practical only since the advent of high speed computers. 

Even then, the correlation function method is usually 

advantageous. When it is desired to have the frequency 

resolution a fUnction of the frequency or when specific 

frequencies only are required the simulation methods have 

an advantage [44,99J. 

(d) Complex Demodulation. 

In the complex demodulation method using a digital 
-jw t 

computer, the signal is multiplied by e n and passed 

through a simulated low pass filter. Multiplying by 
-jw t 

e n shifts the spectrum so that the frequency wn is at 

the origin and passing through a low pass filter measures 

the power around the frequency origin This method has 
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the advantage that a narrow band, low~pass Iter is easier 

to simulate than a moving narrow band, band~pass filter. 

(e) Fourier Transform. 

The Cooley Tukey alogorithm [29J has enabled Fourier 

transforms to be calculated at considerably higher speeds 

than before. Thus it is feasible, and in fact quicker [100J, 

to use the "original" method of averaging periodograms 

(modified to correct for "end effects"). It is also possible 

to t the correlation function by transforming the resultant 

spectrum. 

The correlation method, however, gives a "preview" of 

the spectrum and is useful as an aid determining if a 

meaningful spectrum can be obtained. The direct method may 

give erroneous results. The correlation method is not that 

much slower, and the programming is also simpler result 

in smaller stora requirements and programming ease. 

A gnal x(t) can usually be approximated by the sum 

a number of components as follows: 

x( t) 

M 

y( t) + ao + a6' Sin at + L 
i=1 

a.Cos(w. t + cp.) 
1 l l 
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where y(t) is a function wi a smooth ctrum9 is a 

lid c II component, a o Sin ot resents a function th 

spectral components low compared to those of interest and the 

M 
.~ a.Cos(w.t+¢.) 

. 1 l l l l= 
a finite number of periodic 

, 
components The terms other than y(t) would contribu to 

• 
irregularities in spectrum of x(t). 

A ctral analysis of x(t) in the presence of t 

other terms can give quite meaningless and deceptive results. 

This and related problems are considered in the next sections. 

Ze1'0 and very low frequencie s (or slow trends) present 

data have to be removed before computation or the 

presence compensated foro "dc" and "near dc" IIspi !I 

dominate the low frequency re on of the trum as well 

as di the ni parts of spectrum owing to the 

si lobes of any windows used (see section 40 ) [13,79J 

Removal of the mean is easily achieved, but subtraction 

of any slow trend is not so straight forward. Generally a 

corre on C is subtracted from the correlation estimate, 

Blackman and Tukey [13J use 

C (1 2r 
n ( ~+ x ~ 4 4 
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where n number data points 

r = value of lag 

mean of the fi rst third of signal 

n/3 
_ 3. L x. "n 1 

and mean the t third of si 

n 

= .2 L x. n 1 

2n/3 

This is based on removi a straight line from , original 

data points. Other schemes for subtracting least square 

straight I are so given in [13J These corrections, 

both "dc" and "near dc", are made to correlation 

function. 

The author found however, that it was ferable to 

make corrections before computing the correlation function. 

In theory, the constant 

value to which the true 

correIa on func on tends 

is the square the mean 

value. In the calculated 

correlation fUnction this 

is not strictly true, s e 
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number of points (n~r) used for c culating the func on 

varies for each value r. A mean calculated using a 

certain number poi s n1. n ~ r1 9 for lag ri, can cause a 

bias for lags r ~ ri A similar observation was in the 

case the ow trend correc on. some cases the 

correction actually introduced a "slow-trend component" into 

the si the case of periodic or nearly pe odic 

signals, for instance, "third means!! x- and may be 

biased due to incomple 

periods each third (see 

g.4.2) so t although 

the gnal does have a 
x 

slow trend, the correction 

formula would apply a 

"correction" which would 

now appear as a slow trend. 
2. 

The time correlation function is defined as 

R('1") L· 1 JT/2 T~: T x(t) x (t + '1")dt 
~T/2 

4.5 

For prac cal numerical computations it is approximated as 

a fini sum in one or other of the following forms [72J 



M~m 

R(m) ~ +m 4 6 

i=1 

M~m 

Rb(m) 
1 

~ x. x. M l l+m 

i=1 

Par zen in [ ] advocates the use of equation 4.7. However, 

the author found that in some cases a near trend resulted, 

if correction for the mean 
" 

was carried out 
\ Envelope 
~~R 

~ )Rb ~ 
'), 

;.... 

corre tion since the cause 

of error mentioned the 
~ 

previous sec on is even more 

pronounced in this case. 

corrections are done before conrelation; the e 

is to have the correlation function decay more rapidly thus 

causing a smoothing the spectrum (see section 4 4). 

This is to be preferred. 

R(mi), for a large lag mi, will have M~m1 terms used 

in its computation and will hence be less reli Ie than a 

value R(m2) where m2 < mi_ Consequently less reliance can 

be placed on the values in the tail. The use of M for the 

divisor in 4 7 means that less si cance is t 

ed on the v s R(m) for the larger gs Thus 



4 7 is a bet choice 1 round. 

Wiener-Kintchine relationship [63J gives the 

relationship between the correlation function R(~) and 

108 

power spectrum S(w), and the discrete case this may be 

written as 

In practice only a finite number of values R(~k) are 

available, for k= 1 ,2, •..• M say. In this case an approximate 

value SM(w j ) is obtained for S(w j ), given by the relationship 

[53] 

SM (w j ) Jff S(y) K(w-y) 

0 

dy 

where K(w-y) = ·~df.L (w-y) + ftl (w+y) 4.9 

and f.L(y) = [Sin(M+t h:: J 
Sin ~ y 

nerally termed a kernel but it has been given 

the name of "window" by Blackman and Tukey [23] The 

estimate Srvr(w
j

) is a "smudged" or "averaged" value of S(w) 

about w = w. 
J 

The variances the above estimates are large for 
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nite sums. Th1lS ectral estimation problem is 

concerned Ijvi th desi "windows II to decrease variability 

of the es.timates. As might be expected, a se in 

variability is at the cost of a dec~ease in resolution or an 

increase in "smudging". Various kepnels have been proposed 

but all of them are based on 

"cut and try" methods. 

Basical1y the problem may be 

d upon as being one 

maximi ng the area of the 

kernel f1lllction p,(w) within 

the de red resolution (or 

keepi the sidebands at a 

minimum) and at the same time 

maximi 

(the Fouriertransf'orm of 

/-l(w)) over the available 

length gnal. 

p,(w) 

FIG. 4.4. 
The optimum· requirements vary depending on the 

to be est ted. Thus, if the ectrum is peaked, a 

resolution is required than when a relatively flat spec 

is being estimated. 

The author feels that it is be to correct for 

window error in the time domain be transforming as it 

ter 
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is easier to multiply the correlation fune on with the 

necessary window. process of either "Hanning" or 

"Hamming" used by Blackman and Tukey [13] in frequency 

domain is only an approximation to the Nindow. 

One of the prob of using a digital computer for 

imating the spectrum of gnals is that, on ob ning the 

ctrum "by means of equa on 4 .. 8" one often finds negative 

values [18J. As shown below, this is related to the problem 

of missing out the peaks, or iling to obtain tne actual 

values present in a ectrum. 

One method suggested for oyercoming this is prewhi ng 

and/or smoothing [13]. Often this only reduces the ..L. 
lJ. 

correlation estimates are time limited, the t 

on the ctrum is convolu.tion wi th a Sin(w)/w "window". If 

sharp rues are present in 

SM(W), adjacent points can 

take on negative values . 

Thus in . 4.5, a peak at 

W2 would a strong 

negative contribution to the 

estimation SM(W.) at w .• This 
1 1 

t can be minimized 

by smoothing which amounts to convolving with a window which 



smaller or no negative side~lobes. It is better to 

Iter out the quency W2 and thus have a smoother 

spectrum to start wi 

If W2 falls at one of 

the frequencies being esti 

mated, since the zeros 

of the Sic w func on fall 

other w va s,no error 

should be introduced. How-

ever the p are not sharply 

(w) 

ned pra ceo The best solution seems to be to 

filter out any peaks as nearly as pos Ie without distorting 

the rema spectrum too severely. 

The fast Fourier transform method not produce this 

particular t, as there spectrum is t n to be the 

sum of the squares 

non-ne ga ti ve . 

the Fourier coeffici and is always 

The presence of negative s:pectra indic that little 

ance can be placed on these values and that there is the 

likelihood of a :peak somewhere. 

The author here considers method of determini 

the power s:pectrum from the correlation funct and 
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examines some of the problems mentioned in section 4.3 by 

consideration of Fourier transform pairs. 

The fact that the spectrum and the correlation function 

are Fourier trans rm rs means that certain information 

is available about one from the other. For example, it is 

possible to decide from the correlation function if sufficient 

lags ~ have been taken to accurately determine the power 

spec truil1. 

Let S(w) be IIsmoothll, i.e. let the nth rivative 

Sn(w) of S(w) exist and be integrable. Then (c.E. Cramer 

[30], and section 3.3), 

where K is a constant. 

Conversely, if R(~) is smooth, then 

IS(w) I ~ 
Iwl 

That is, the smoothness of the spectrum S(w) is reflected 

in the behaviour of the correlation function R(~) for large 

values of ~ and conversely, the smoothness of the correlation 

function is indicative of the behaviour of the 

large values of w 

t iR(~)1 be small for ~ ~ ~o 

i.e. s(w) € [ 

ctrulil for 



Then S(w) is smooth and 

the !sampling" requirement 

(see Chap 5) is 6w == 1T 
To 

which would be the case if 

all of R(~) is transformed 

Some simple error bounds 

may be loped for the 

determina of the spectrum 

from correIa tion func n. 

From 4 8, assuming (~k+1 

a constant 

) = h, 
FIG. 4.7. 

M 00 

S(w j ) == ~~ + 2 :LR(~k)COS(Wjk~ + R('l7k)Cos(Wjk) 

k==1 M+1 

00 

M+1 

00 

es(wj ) == S(W j ) - SM(W j ) == *LR(~k)COS(Wjk) 
M+1 

00 

1 e s ( W j) 1 ~ * LIR ( )1 4.10 

M+1 

This is the error in determi the points 

11 3 



S (w j ), j = 0,1 9 ••• M but no t 

wj ' j = 0,1 , ... M. 

e at the points 

error S(w) at 

For examp~e, if the zeros of 

then e (w.) 
s J ° by 4 10, but 
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es(w) + ° necessarily for w + wj ' j 0,1, ..• M (See 4.11). 

Values of S(we) may be obtained from the set of values 

by interpolation. the p 

0,1, .•. MS 

nts S(w.) were error 
J 

or 

igible error, an error bound could be obtained using the 

result 5.11 

4.11 

where Te = Mh 

The actual errors may grea since the estimates 

not be error free when R(~k) ~ 0, ~k >T, except 

for ial cases as in the example above. Further, if 

R(~) e B[-W,WJ, then it is necessary that h ~; to prevent 

iasi errors. 

sence of "peaks" or nearly periodic components means 

that R(~) does not tend to zero or only tends to zero very 

slowly as ~ increases. According to the above ssion, 

the error in determi S(w) wi be unbounded or large and 

hence, it is necess to remove pe odic components from 

data. It is seen also that ghting down the tail end 



of R(~) corresponds to smoo 

, if i t is known t 

ng the spectrum. 
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On the other 

e spe,ctrum exists only for a 

rval, the correlation function be smooth. 

irregularities would indicate the presence of errors 

and it may be advantageous to smooth the data or the 

correlation function. 
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5 

In numerical work t a co nuous function can be 

repre by a fini te se nce, of numbers. se numbers 

will be chosen so they "represent" function 

in sense that any desired values of the function can be 

obtained them. Broadly ng, the process of obtaining 

these desired values is termed rpola tion. 

Interp on is thus conce with finding a on 

f E. !', to on a given set of nts ~ w. 1 , in sense 
l 

that they sa sfy some given conditions L .. (f). 
l , J It is 

possible, for e e, to fi t a polynomial of e 

n gi ven (n+1) stinct points (e.g. see [33,91,103J). a 

sense, it is converse of the process to 

section 2.23. 

In general if X is a linear func of dimension 

n, and L., (i 
l 

general problem 

where w. are a 
l 

1 ,2, ••• n) are n elements of X*, then the 

te interpolation 

en set of arbitrary el 

stated as 

s, the L. are 
l 
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linear functionals defined on X and X* is the algeb c 

con juga S];lac e of X, (i. e. the linear s];lace formed by the 
i 

set of linear func onaJB L. d on X, along wi th a];l];lro];lria te 
1 

s for sums and sc ];lro duc ts ) this ch ter, 

i E. [ j ,kJ will be n to mean i j,j+1, ..• ,k, when 

[j,kJ is an indexing set. 

The general ];lroblem a solution an 

inde];lendent set in X*. 

n 

i.e. ~ (XiLi = ° => (Xi = 0, i E. [1,nJ 

i=1 

If ,i E. [1 ,nJ, are inde];lendent in X, then condition for 

solution may be eX];lressed as the non-vanishing of the "general-

ized Gram IS determinant" I L. (x.) I 
l J 

i.e. 5.2 

Some common inter];lo ion ];lroblems (see e.g. [33,48, 

91 ,1 02 J) are: 

Here X P , the 
~n 

of all ];lolynomials of de ~ n. 

f(Zi)' i E. [O,n] where f is the func that is 

. , 



For this X 

L .' (f) = mo+l 

L m1 +i (f) 

for disti nc t Z. 
1 

= :EN and 

(z ) i = 
0 

fi(z ) i 
1 

i 

where N 
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0,1, •• M, m 1 
c 0 

0,1, •• M, m = M. +m + 1 
1. 1 a 0 

0,1, •• M, ill M 1+ m 1+1 n n n- n-

= Mo + H + M..L n J.'iii .. f) n I • 

The M. are integers ~ O. (Note there are N+1 "conditions") 
1 

and fi( ) is the ith differential at zi" 

Here X cons ists of n + 1 linearly independent functions, 

¢. (z) i IS [0 ,n] analyt at zo 
1 

and L. (f) = fi (zo ) i IS [0, 
. 1 

and 

For this X .T , the trigonometric polynomia 
""n 

of de e 

n. 

(f) 
r'IT = j f(x)Cos(kx)dx, 
-1{ 

k IS [a.,n] 

1T J f(x)Sin(kx)dx, k IS [1 ,n] 
-1T 
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The classi.cal rpolation formula is that due to 

Lagrange. This may be ralized as shown below. In 

particular, it shown how two common interpolation formulae 

may be obtained from the gene ised form. 

In terms of Lagr polynomi ,the polynomial Pn(z) 

which passes through (n+1) distinct points w., i e. [0 ,nJ 1s 
1 

given by 

where lk(z) is the Lagrange polynomial of ordE;:r n given by 

n 

(z) = (z-z:~!< (zk) 
, w(z) =TI (z-zi) 5.3 

i=O 

and w' (z) ddzw(z) • 

An expression the ge Hermite interpola on 

prob may be ob tai ne d. In the icular case of the value 

of the function and its first derivative at each point, 

(osculatory Hermite) with w(z) and lk(z) as before 
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n 

P2n~1(z) = f(Zk)~ 
k=1 

n 

+ L f! (Zk) ( Z zk) l~ ( z) 5.4 

k=1 

It will be noted that the Lagrange interpolation function 

has zeros at the given points zi" In general when there are 

Mi values at each the interpolation funct needs to 

have M. zeros at z.. The interpolation formulae can be 
1 1 

generali in most cases to fit an entire function to an 

infinite set points. In particular, Guichard's theorem 

[ J states that, given a sequence of distinct numbers zi~ 

i e [O,ooJ such that 

and tW ·1, 
1 

i e [0,00] 

is an arbitrary sequence of values, then there is an entire 

function f(z) such that f(Zi) 

By the Weierstrass product theorem [33, ], it is always 

possible to construct an entire function with the necessary 

number of zeros at the sequence of points z .. Also it is 
1 

possible (Mittag~Leffler's Partial Frac on Theorem [33,65]) 

to construct a meromorphic function with principle part at zi 

bei 



If now a ion 

where a. . are arbi l,J 

(z) = g(z)h(z) 
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5.5 

is constructed, so g(z) has simple the points 

z. and h(z) has s 
l 

poles with principle zi given 

by 

5.6 

then it is seen that 

Similarly, let g(z) have 2 zeros at each (i.e 

g{z.) = gi (z.) = 0 but g"{ ) =1= 0) and h{z) have 2 
l l 

s wi th 

ncipal part at zi en by 

gll(Z.) (z-z.) 
l l 

+ 5.7 
2f' (z. )-kf{z.) 

l l 

g"(z.) (z-z. )2 
l l 

Then f2(Z), given by (z) g(z)h(z), is an entire 

tion. 

Expanding g{z) in a 

kf(z.), 
l 

series about zi' with 



gil ( ) 

G o 
f2 (Z) =g(Z.) + gl (Z.) (Z~Z.) + ~~"-(Z~Z.)'" + terms in 

. l l l l 

. (Z~Zi)3 etc] 

U 
2a. 

x gil ( Z . ) ( z- z. ) 
l l 

+ 

where r(z) is analytic at z .. 
l 

so that f2(Z) = f(z.) at z = Z. 
l l 

2f (z. ) 
l 

Similarly f~(z) = fi(zi) at z = zi 

+ r(z)] 

With g(z) = Sin z, the expression for h(z) becomes 
00 00 

L 
w. 

L 
w. 

l and thus f1(Z) Sinz l 

(z~z. )Cosz. = (z-z. )Cosz. 
l l l l 

i=O i=(2) 

where zi are the zeros of Sinz. Let z = 2ffWt and since 

z. = +n1T, l ~ 

00 

f 1 (t) = L f(rw) 

n=O 
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i . e. 

00 

\' (n) Sin(21TWt ~ n1T) 
( t) = ~ f 2W l2iTWt - n1T) -

n=-oo 
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5.8 

s is the "sampli theorem" commonly attributed to 

Shannon [83,84]. It was first dealt with by E T. Whittaker 

[101] and ter by J.M. Whittaker [104]. 

Using Sin2z for the case of g(z) with a double zero, 

g(z) = 

g j (z) = 2SinzCosz = 0 at z = , the zeros of g(z) 

g" j (z) -8CoszSinz = 0 at z = zi 

Thus 

00 

h(z) L + 

00 

giving f2(z) = L 

which 

n=O 

00 

L if(z.) + (z-z. )f! (z.) J 
1 1· .. ~ 

5.9 
elds the !!derivative sampling theorem" which was 

first deriv by Jagerman and Fogel, [51J in a less ght 
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forward manner than above 

It is seen that the method can be extended for 

sampling derivatives any order by lar techni s 

A number of errors can result in an interpolation scheme, 

particula if the term "interpolation scheme" is taken to 

include the whole process. This may include obtaining 

from a source, possibly contaminated with se, by means of a 

practical time sampling device. Subsequent interpolation, 

using these d values may be achieved by means of a 

ece of hardware or a numerical formula. 

error may be 

1" Noise 

ted as follows: 

d with the si 

2. Quantization. 

3 Time sampling. 

4. Imperfections of sampling mechanisms. 

sources of 

5. Imperfections storage or transmission of the digital 

values. 

6. Use of approximate interpolat 

7. Use of fini 

formulae. 

sums in infinite 

formulae. 

es type interpolation 

1 Often the available signal is mixed wi th" se". 

s contamination may be due to the characteristics of the 
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channel the signals have to pass through, (e.g. magnetic 

tape in the case of recorded signals) or due to some 

operations to which the signals have been subjected. Some~ 

times the "values" may be information computed from signal 

values, e.g. determination of the shape of the p.d.f. envelope 

as in Chapter 3. 

The way to correct for this is to filter out the noise 

components. This assumes a knowledge of some particulars of 

the signal and noise statistics (see e.g. [17,87]). In 

general it is not possible to completely separate the noise 

from the signal but varying degrees of improvement may be 

possible. 

2. In most cases when interpolation is considered, the 

available data points have been subjected to quantization 

errors (e.g. amplitude quantization in analogue to digital 

conversion systems, round~off errors in fini te ~ word length 

digital systems). 

Commonly, the quantization errors are treated as 

uniformly distributed random noise with zero mean and maxi~ 

mum amplitude = ~ where q is the quantization interval 

(see e.g. [10,55,89,105J). 

3. Interpolation is the problem of selecting a function 
~ 

f E ~ in such a way as to satisfy a given set of conditions 

Thus f approximates a function f E ~1, from which the set of 
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conditions (f) were obtained. example, in first 

order derivative sampling, the value of functi on f(z) 

at a es of points z., i e [O,ooJ 
l 

with 

the derivative of the fUnction f'( ) are re 

approximated by a function r(z) so that 

r(z) = f(z) 

and rl(z) = f (z) 

at z = Z. 
l 

'" 

value 

f(z) is 

It is not neces that ~1 = ~ and f and f ne only agree 

as regards conditions Lie It is usually of intere to 

know how well the r approximates f, i.e. behaviour of 

the error 

e(t) Ir(t) - f(t)\ 5.10 

Indeed it may be rable to forgo the requirement 

Li(f) if by doing so, 
....., 

an f can be found to give 

lower errors overall. 

The case feB or f e Be' are often the signals of 

interest in electrical sys In cases information 

is necessary at at i$~sthtwice the rate of highest 

frequency content in the signal f to uniquely determine fv 

This is true for low pass gnals, but for 'band-pass 

s a modification to the statement is usually necessary 

(see e.g. [19,59,68J). When re are quencies above the 

Nyqui frequency f = 2/T , where s s is the tive 
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sampling inte , erroneous reconstruction results The 

trum of sampled si is band I ted to 

fs) 
, 2 the energy the signal at higher frequencies 

is "folded-back" and to the spectrum the sampled 

si This is known as aliasing. 

Error due to this source has been considered by various 

authors (see review artic [89J, expressions later 

derived in essentia y the same form in [70,88J, also, 

in more ri gorous form, [1 9 J and [ J). upper bound e 
u 

for the error in assuming f c B[-W,WJ is given by 

where ¢(w) is 

e 
u ; J I ¢(w) I dw 

Iwl~W 

Fourier transform the si 

5.11 

The use of pre lters to reduce alias has been 

dered by various authors (see e.g [87,89]). 

4 Impe ctions of sampling mechanisms cause errors in 

the values f(nT). The case of ji r has been investiga 

by Shapiro and Silverman [85J (in connection wi alias free 

sampli ), shnan [3J, Brown [20J and also by oulis 

[70J (see also [89J). In some instances les are lost 

and this case is ted [70 J • 

5 If n binary bi represent the digi values of 

the signal, a change in any of the bits may occur giving 

rise to errors and this case is examined [70] . 
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6 Using 

to 

cardinal es (e 5.8) 

an ideal low pass fil r, which is 

corres~ 

fficul t 

to approx te physically. The cardinal es conv to 

the f(t) if band limited requi 

However other erpolation or app 

are satisfied. 

ion methods can be 

adopted, but the sum 

need not necessa 

N 

f(nT)K( t, ) 

n=-N 

converge f(t). kernel K(t,nT) 

be chosen cause of i ease of ementation or 

cause I (t) - f(t) I is smaller for a given N than the 

cardinal series case [47J. ous kernels have been 

co red (e.g [47,98]). 

7. In practice, it is only possible to sum a finite 

number of terms in formula involving an infinite se es 

as in the case of equations 5.8 and 5.9. Thus a "truncation" 

error This has been trea d by var authors 

(e.g. [ ,47,70,89, ,111J. See so section 5.3). 

In neral, all or a number of possible sources of 

errors may be present. Very little work has n carried 

out regarding combined e ts. t [10] has 

examined the spectra of quantized and sampled si Also 
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in [55] and [42] the errors in reconstruction to 

combined ellects Ol quantization and (time) sampling are 

cons red. Tlilts and Johnson [93J have considered recovering 

random wavelorms lrom a linite number Ol samples, where e 

s are assumed contaminated with noise. 

In practice, only a nite number Ol terms N 

can be used lOrmula ing l{Z) as the sum Ol an 

inli te series. Thus instead 

00 

l(Z) = L l(nT)K(n,z) 

n=-oo 

as, lor , in e tion 5.8 5.9, a li te sum 

N2 

IN(z) = L l{nT)K(n,z) 

n=-N:l 

is lormed giv ri se to an error 

e{t) = l{Z) 

called the truncation error. 

Most Ol the work [47,89,111J in this connection s 

en to determine the errors by tion of a contour 

integral [65,77,90J. 
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The ing theorem can be ssed as a product of 

an analytic tion with zeros at zi a meromorphic 

function This sts the use of the resi theorem (see 

also Jagerman and Fogel [37J). As shown earlier (equation 

fez) = g(z)h(z) 

where g(z) has the appropriate number of zeros at and 

h(z) has the same number 

ilil grzy h(z) = L 
i 

s writing 

where ON includes N 

It is shown [37J 

cases that eN -t 0 as 

and residues 

sampling theorem. 

es. 

for 2 

N-too 

the 

+ 

Further, as in the case 

N2 

poles. Wri 

g(z) = 

e(t ' ) f(t') - L f(nT)Sic(t' 

n=..;N:t 

°Nf 

N:t N2 

( z), 

) 5.12 

and s e f(~)/g(~) is analytic within a contour such as C' 



llil g{zl- J fLf¥~~£)d~ e' 

which is seen to be express-

ible as 

so that the error is given by 

e(t') -
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et! 
g. 

N1 N2 

5.13 

This expression for the error for polynomial inter

polationis shown in [33J. It is also shown to be correct 

for particular cases in [47J and [111]. 

Bounds on the errors can then be evaluated by evaluating 

the contour inte s under various constraints on f(z). 

Band limited functions are entire functions of order 1 

and type W ( as [15J) where W is cut-off angular 

frequency of the function. Using properties of entire 

functions, various bounds for f(z) can be obtained. 

Helms and Thomas [47] and al so Yao and Thomas [111] a bound 

for the error in terms of maxlf(z)1 = M is obtained as 



1 

e(t ' ) :::; 2M I Sin{Wt I 21 
[1 + 1 J '=l Bi 1T2 (1-r) Ni N2 5 14 

in [47J and 

e(t') :::; [1 + 1 J Ni N2 ::: B2 5.15 

in [111], 

where 0 < r < 1 is a "guard" band; Le. f(z) is assumed band 

limi ted to rW radians sinc e the bound for r~ 1 approache 8 00. 

In [47J Itself truncating" expansions for f(t) are also 

considered given by 

f(t) = (nT) iSiC(~) JmSic u 

where T 1T!W 

Cl = 1 - r 

and u = W(t-nT) 

and an optimum value for m in terms of r is obtained. 

[111], a bound in terms of the energy of the signal 

is also obtained as 

e(t) :::;2ECrW!1TtlsinWtl [1 + 1J 
1T2 1-r) Ni N2 Ba 

where E is the total energy content of the signal. 

Papoulis [70J a result (communicated to him by 

Jagerman) 
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e ( t I) ~ I SinWt I L[ ~~-r 
t/W1T 

5.17 

It is seen that in all the results the error becomes 

unbounded when t' approaches the end point. Also the first 

three cases, the bound-7oo as r-71. 

Here the author obtains realistic bounds for these 

cases by a method somewhat similar to that in [70J. Fur:ther, 

the bound B3 is shown to be more easily derived and in fact a 

lower bound is obtained for this case. 

t 

t f(t) be band limited to W radians/second. Then 

00 

f( t) = \. f(nT )SinW( t-nT} T 
~ W(t-nT)' 
n=-oo 

1T 
W 

If the sum is formed from NL terms to the left of 

o and NR terms the gh t, 

NR 

(t):::: ~ f(nT) cW(t~nT) 
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so that the error 

~( 1 ) 
00 

e(t) :::: 1'(nT) cW(t~nT) + I f(nT)SicW( ) 

~OO NR+1 

= 1S1.+ 82\ 

re 

-(N
L

+1) 

S1 =: 

-00 

and 

00 

Schwartz inegua ty [39J the sums, 

-00 

00 

8
2 K L 1 T2 

( 2 

NL+1 

~N +1 
L 

K [ 1'2 ( )] 



1 

00 

der S L n ::::: ill N 

ill=N+1 

00 00 

S ::::: L :( ::::: 

1 1 

(see [49J ) for ( ) ~ o. 

Thus an upper bound for e (t) is 

(NL +1 ) 
00 

e(t) :( (I Si~wt I ) (~) IT L (nT)]i< + [L f2 ( )Jj 7r 

~oo NR+1 

-NLT :( t :( NRT 5018 

or, 

00 

N+1 

00 
t 

L :( 

N+1 

:( 1 
N 

ill ::::: n+ XL 

N ::::: XL + NR 
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giving, 

or' when, 

I (t) I ,;: I SinWt I iiE 1T iKJ 
e ~ WT L1 N + if b 

This approach is of course only valid if the sequences 

if (nT) ~ 
00 

n=1 

(See e. g. [39]). 

If now f(t) is band limited to W rad/sec, then 

g(t) = f2(t) has the Fou~ier transform ¢g(w) ¢f(W)*¢f(W) 

where ¢f(w) is the Fourier transform of f(t) and * denotes 

convolution. Thus f2(t) is band limited to 2W rad/sec. 

Consequently, with T' = ;w T 
2: 

00 

g(t) ( t) = \. f2(nT' )Sin2W(t-nT~.l 
~ 2W(t~nT'1 

n=-oo 
00 

= L g(nT' )Sic2W(t-nT') 

00 L g(nT')ejnTIW¢R(2W) 

n=~oo 
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¢R(2W) is FoT. 

Sie(2Wt) 
With w ::::: 0, 

00 

Also 

r g(t) 
·2W 2W ,W 

~OO 

Thus 

r co 00 

E2 f2 (t) d t = L rr! f2 (nT I ) ;;;: T' f2 (n2T' ) 
~OO 

~oo ~ 

00 

~L 1,2 ( ) 

_00 

00 L (nT) ~ 5.19 

~"·oo 

upper bound may be ssed terms of 

the gnal., E2 giving 



2 b 
e(t) «Si~wt)(~)[< ) + 

SinWt ( 2if2)E:!L =W-
if6 

lL i 
(3T) E SinWt = B6 , 

or for the case when t is not 

e (t) < 8i~t [ 
ifW7T 

+ 

close 

)-!~ 

to the end.s, 

( ) "". = B7 
_ 4"2ESinwt[ 1 i + ( .....,,:~ iJ 
- 7T N T+t 

L 

The Fourier transform relationship gives 

f(t) 1 Joo¢ ( ) -jwt 
27T -00 f w e dw 

'. and usi ng the Schwartz ineQuali 

5.20 

5.21 

so that if f(t) is band limi to W radius/second and 

¢f(w) E. L2[-W,WJ 

M = Maxlr(t)1 ~ [4~2jW l¢r(W) 12 dwjW dWJ! 
-W -W 
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i e 

Thus a re 

in 

1 

5.22 

IS theorem 

(w)l"dw ~ 2\rt l¢r(w)l"dw 
~W 

between mum M and energy 

the etrum band Us this 

ationship, the bound is readily obtained from B1 • 

e(t) ~ where K = 

= as :r(t) is band 

limi to rW. 

d a lower bound is obtained this case using 

and above relationship 

:~ Be 5.23 

which is smal r 3, nee 

l2J, 211COS (r'IT) l± 
B8 2 'IT 

> 1 
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by Helms and Thomas. 
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B3 Helms and Thomas. 

b;{ Papoulis. 

\ 

\',B4 

'" "'-----
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p~ 
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NR 

tJ:j 
o 
~ 
l:J 

t B7 
(8 close to end) 

B6 

B7 
--

(8 ~ way) 

r-+ 

B5 - Be by the author. 

-'-
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The graphs 5.1, 5.2 and 5 3 compare the bounds B1, B2, 

Bs, with the author's bounds B5, Bs, B7 and Be. 

Graph 1 compares bounds B1 and B2 

Graph 2 compares the bound B5 with B4. As stated the 

bound gives realistic values for S = tiT 

\approaching -NL or NR , whereas B4 -l' 00 

Graph 3 shows that Be is smaller than B3 for all values 

of r. For r·approaching 1 , both bounds -l' co. 

Bs or B7 (provided S is 

NR) ve bet 

In some cases (e.g. 

de rmining p.d.f.) the 

information available is the 

area between ordinates. Thus 

a set of values tOi l are 

available, where 

results 

o 

not close to -NL or 

when r -l' 1 . 

1 2m 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

and it is required to find an interpolation formula for f(x)o 

There is no known method for doing this and the author 



shows the existence of a polynomi solution to the 

problem. Further, the author finds an entire tion 

solution to the problem. 

The functional L is in this case defined by 

L is linear since 

J 
+1 

L. (f+g) = ( 
1 

X. 
1 

and L. (af) 
1 

J
X i +1 

L. (f) = f(x)dX. 
1 

= 

x. 
1 

J xi+1 f ) = 

X. 
1 

J
Xi

+
1 
af = 

X. 
1 

JXi+1 
+ g 

X. 
1 

JXi+1 
a f = 

X. 
1 

= L.(f) + L.(g) 
1 1 

aL. (f) 
1 

Consi der X P. ( 
""n 

section 5.1). Then (n+1) 

independent elements are Xo = xo, Xi = Xi, X2 

Given (n+2) ints (XO'Xi , ••.• Xn+1 ), the question 

erest is whether there 'is a ru_nction 

p ( x) e p ~ L. 1 p ( x) 3 C . • 
""'n 1 1 
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i eo 

= 

Consi 

a 

(x, ) 
J 

= 

generalized Gram's terminant is 

(X,) I 
J 

+1 I 

X:t Xo X2 X2 i - 0 
W @ Ii) i> 

X:t Xo 

D 

If Xi - XOy the first row is zeros 

s , it is seen 

o 



n+1 

n.(;x:.i- ~1) 
i:::1 . 

is a :Lac tor • Further, i:L X2 ::: Xo 9 rows 1 and 2 are the same 

except :Lor gn. Thus (X2 xo) i s a :L a c to r • Similarly, 

putting ::: x. 2 makes the ith row the same as the (i-1)th 
l-

row except :Lor sign, :Lor i E [ 2, n+1 ] • 

n+1 n (x. - x. 3) is also a tor, since :Lor any 
l l"'" 

i E [3 ,n+1 J, putting xi = _ 3 and adding row (i-2) to row 

(i-1) makes rows (i) and (i ) equal but :Lor gn. 

In the general case, (x. - x. ) are seen to be f'actors 
l l-r 

f'or r E [1 ,n+1 J and i E [r,n+1 J, since 

step 1, adding row (i+1 -r) to 

step 2, adding the new row (i+1-r) to 

etc. to 
step r-2, adding the new row (i-2) to 

and step r-1 , adding the new row (i-1 ) to 

and putting (x. = x. ) 
l l-r makes ith row zero. 

n+1 n+1 
Thus D 

kri n (x. 
l -r ) . 

r=1 i=r 

n+1 
Order of' D = L same as that product above. 

row 

row 

row 

row 

(i+2-r) 

(i+3-r) 

(i-1 ) 

(i) 
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k is constant On comparing coefficients k = 1, giving 

. . 

p(z) 

n+1 11+1 

~~ n 'n (xs xs~r) 
r=1 s=r 

(X,) I t ° <=> x . :j: x. for i :j: j 
J l J 

where i,j € [0,n+1 ] 

Hence by 5 2, it possible to find a function 

€ P .:;>- (p) :::: C. , n l 
i € [O,n] where Ci are an 

arbitrary set of n values. 

Further, an entire function f(z) is found such t, 

for an arbitrary set of values w., i = 0,1 ••• and distinct 
l 

Lim 
points zi' i = 0,1 ••• such that n~ zn = 00 the function 

f(z) satisfies the linear func anal relationships 

ent 

jZ
n+1 f (Z)dZ = wn 

zn 

n € [0,00] 

By Guichard's theorem it is possible to find an 

e function F(z) with prescribed values 

n-1 

Form dn = L wi 

i=O 

n € [1, 

the 



and let do := 0 

Now let F(z) = G(z)H(z) as before with G(z) having 

simple zeros at z. 9 and H(z) having simple poles at z. with 
l d. l 

principal part GI(Z.)(Z~z.) at these poles so that F(zi) := d i 
l l 

The requirement for G(z) and H(z) is that 

00 

i=1 

should converge for some integer n, which is easily met [33,65J. 

Let f(z) = F' (z) = G'(z)H(z) + H' (z)G(z) 

Then f(z) is the required function. 

1. f(z) is entire since it is the derivative of an 

entire function. 

2oL.(f) 
l 

= F(z. 1) ~ F(z.) := W. 
l+ l l 

Note 9 assuming do c_ 0 => JZO f( z )dz is assumed to be zero, 

i . e. F ( zo) := O. 

In particular let 

00 

G(z)- z n 
n=1 



and 00 

H( z) == I: 
n==O 

00 

since z +n1T and L ;;;;;; 

n 
1 

the necessary i ons. 

G' (z) Cosz 

00 

HI (z) 

1 
(n1T) 2 

1 
b 

-d n 

< 00 ~ i z 1 sati n 

which is holoIDorphic everywhere except at z == z. where 
l 

are poles of order 2. 

00 

f(z) == [cosz -

i==O 

00 

= L (z,i) 

i=O 

K(z,i) 
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s 

check that f(z) is ire , it is necessary to 

check the points 



where u 

. . . 

K(z,i) 

:::: 

·z - z. and 
l 

Sin(z~z ) 
Cos (z z i) - ~z---z---.;;;;-

U 

Sicu Sinu = u 

K(z,i) Hi u 2 
•• G ) 

u 2 
:::: -2 + - (1 - b + 

= 

Lim K(z,i) = 0 
Z->Z. 

l 

+ 0 ( ) J/u 
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•.• ) J/u 

So t K(z,i) decreases as and it can be seen 

that it decays at a similar rate as the x interpolation 

function. rate decay is important in that it deter-

nes the relevance of the distant points hence affects 

the errors in considering only a finite sum. 

It is easy to show that 

by making use of the fact that 

=> f( z) F'(z) e B[-A,A] 

proved below If ¢F(w), the Fourier ~ransform of F(z), is 



continuous i e F(z) has no peri c S 9 then 

F(z) J oosDF(w)e=jWZdw 
""00 

f(z) = F' (z) Z J oosDF(w)e~jWZdw 
~OO 

00 

IWsDF(W) I 

o W ~ [-A~AJ 

If F(z) has peri 

F(z) = F1(Z) + F 2 (z) 

c components but may be 

re F1(Z) has a continuous 

and F2(Z) is peri c 

m 

n where Wo 
'IT 

= T 

so that f2(Z) = F~(z) e B[ ,AJ 

t 

ec 

nally it is shown sum on the right hand 
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as 

s1 of 5.2L!- does converge t,o f(t) @ Consider a :function 

f( t) such tha t 



o J f(t)dt = 0 
-00 

Then if f(t) e B[-W,WJ, 

where 

00 

f ( t) = W L dn g ( t - nT) 

n=1 

T 1f 
= W 

n 

dn = LCi where C. 
~ 

i=1 

= 

g(u) = ------
(Wu) 

iT 

= J f(t)dt, 
(i-1 )T 

To prove thi.s, first it will be sho1Jl]ll tha t 

a) 

and tha t 

¢(w) I. j tw) = \Jwe p 

00 

= w L e jwnT 
g( t-nT) 

n=O 
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5.24 

i=1,2, •.• n 



b) 

where 

1 51 

00 

=> W L dng( t~nT) 
n=1 

(.)p is the periodic extension of (.) defined on 

[-W,WJ over to the line (-00,00) with period 2W, 

l¢f(w)1 is assumed to be integrable, 

t.€ R 

and T < 00 

Proof of (a) 

Let a be the nth coefficient of the Fourier expansion n 

of ¢(w) 

. 1 JW (. jwt) -jwnTd l.e. an = 2W Jwe e w 
~W 

__ 1 JL JW ejW(t-nT)d 
= 2W <it W 

-W 

d Sin( t-nT)W 
= dt (t-nT)W 

= Wg(t-nT) 

by Fourier series theory, 



00 

¢(w) \' J'wnT = W~ e g(t-nT) 

n=O 

which proves (a). 

N 

,Since Lim W \' ejwnTg( t-nT) 
N--hJo ~ 

n==O 

for any e > 0, 3 an No ~ ~ N > No 

N 

Iw ~ e jwnT g( t-nT) - (jwejwt)p I < e 

n:=O 

. . 

N 

== Iw L ejwnTg( 

n=O 

== 8 + Iwl 

N 
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(See e g. [90 ]) 

o 

and, early, for finite N, W ejWnTg(t_nT) is finite so 

n==O 
that 



N 

jWL ejwnTg( ¢f(w) I lP.f(W) I ). ~ M < 00 V N > O. 
JW . W 

n=O 

Further, by (a) 

.....;;;;.,.- = ¢(W)~-

( esgue bounded convergence theorem [45J) 

Lim W 
N-lDo 

N 

o 

1 -=-__ p'
jwnT g( t~nT) ~ r w) J 

21T 
~OO 

nT 
No that dn = J f(t)dt 

o 
= F( ) ~ F(O) 

t 
= F(nT) where F(t) J f(u)du 

~OO 

so that if F(t) = ~ ¢F(w)ejwtdw 
~ 

f(t) = r jW¢F(w)ejwtdw 0 

~oo 

That is ¢F(w) ¢f(w)/(jw) 

r (w) jwnT F(nT) Thus~ 

~oo dn , = 

1 



and hence, 

then 

since 

N 

Lim W \' d g( t~nT) 
N-1oo ~ n 

o 

o a.e. ror Iwl > W, w c R, 

N 

Lim W \' d g( t-nT) 
N-1oo ~ n 

= JL{ e jwt¢ (w)dw 211' r 
o ~OO 

= r(t) a.e. 

¢(w) = jwe jwt ror w c [-W,wJ 

Thus 5.24 is proved. 
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Further, the aliasing error can be round ror the case 

when r(t) ¢ B[-W,WJ 

t r(t) 

where (t) 
f,w,<,w 

and rb(t) = J ¢r(w)eJwtdw 

Iwl>w 
00 

Consider 
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nT 
F ( ) = dn J ~ fa (t) + fb (t) 

o 

. . . 

= (nT) + Fb ( ) assuming (0) = 0 

00 

e(t) ~ f(t) - W ) 

o 
,00 

= fa(t) - WLFa(nT)g(t-nT) + fb(t) 

o 
00 

W L Fb (nT)g( t-nT) 

o 
00 

W L Fb (nT)g( 

o 

) 

= d~J ¢f(w)ejwtdw -

Iwl >W 

( jwejwt)_-~-acw 

Iwl >W 

le(t) I < 2~J I 
, Iwl >W 

(w)ldw + dl1I l¢r(w)ldW 
, Iwl >W 

~J l¢f(w)ldW 
Iwl> W 

5.25 

Some examples of the use of the above formula are given 

in g. 5.6 along th a comparison of truncation errors for 

the above case and the cardinal function case Theconver~ 

gence is seen to be at a similar rate. 
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CHAPTER 6 

At the commencement of this project, no facilities 

were availab within the Department for electric?l analogue 

to digital conversion. Therefore, a system has been developed 

for the conversion of analogue gnals to di tal data, with 

effective sampling rates of to 5,000 samp a second 

whilst uti sing a slow speed card punch. Signals are 

recorded on magnetic tape. Before conversion, the tape is 

formed into an endless loop. During conversion samples are 

taken a rate limited by the card punch to approximately two 

per secondQ During each revolution of tape, a set of samples 

is taken; the number in the set is de rmined by the length 

of' the loop and the tape speed Each set samples from 

successive revolutions the tape is displaced in time from 

tive the previous set by an interval corresponding to the 

sampling rate requ d. The resultant output was initi 

rearranged into the correct chronological sequence using an 

1620 computer To avoid having to rewrite the program 

when IBM 1620 was superseded by an 360/44, the 1620 

simulator is used now. 



c 
h' 

· + Fil 
Offset. 

s/s=Start/Stop. 
eop=End of PUEch. 

IBM-1620 

~~ , 
_I 

r 
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Punch Timing and 

Control Di t. 

11 

t Conversion 
EC End of Conversion. 

start Punching. 
Select Di t. 
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Fig 6.2 is a schematic of the tern. The si 

to be analysed and a clock gnal are recorded on separate 

tracks of a magnetic tape. The tape is formed into an 

ess loop and two control pulses are recorded on a third 

track to mark the st and end of the portion of the 

to be analysed. 

On replaying, the ock and control signals are fed into 

a timi and control c cuit which termines the sampling 

positions. The si goes through a fil and amplifier to 

a sample and hold circuit and is then converted to di 

form using an 8 bit analogue to digital converter (ADO). 

The binary output of the ADC is, converted to binary coded 

decimal form and then decoded to give an output in decimal 

form. The dec output is presented in correct order 

(hundreds, tens and unit di ts) to a modified IBM 026 card 

punch by a digit sequencer. An end of punch se from the 

card punch advances the digit sequencer. An "eleven" 

punching is used to identify each eld of three gits and 

each set of samples. Silicon-Oontrolled-Recti ers are used 

to energize the punch interposer magnets. An alarm circuit 

turns off the system should one of a number of errors occur 

in the punching procedure. A sorting program also checks 

the data for various possible errors. 
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A study of industrial plan involves the measurement 
. 

of a wide range of physical parameters For analysis, it is 

usually necessary to have the quantit s to be studi in 

electrical form, and a wide range of amplitudes and 

frequencies normally have to be coped with. For off-line 

analysis these si Is have to be recorded as well and the 

limita ons the transducers and the recorder used need to 

be considered. 

The only suitable reco availab for storing signals 

in elec c form was an ex SP300 instrumentation t 

recorder. This has four tape eeds and four recording 

channels. Each channel is provided wi both direct recording 

and frequency modulation modes. At the maximum tape speed of 

1 5"/sec 9 bandwidth available in direct mode is 50Hz 

40JrJ:Iz and in frequency modulation mode from 0 to 2.5kHz. 

For an Ii tude accuracy of 1;10 , frequency modulation must 

used. so most gnals from industri plant contain 

frequency components below 50Hz which rules out the use of 

the direct recording mode. 

The tape recorder FM units have an input impedance of 

10 :Kilohms and require a 1VRMS recording signal. eld 

exp ence has shown that buffer i ers are nearly 

always required and should hr3.Ve the following characteris ti cs: 



1 Input impedance grea ter than 1 Mil. 

2. fferential input 

3. Gain of up to 60 db. 

4 Frequency response; 0 - 2. 5kHz. 

5. Output impedance less than 1Kfl (single ended). 

6 Provi sion for DC offsets. 

7. Provision for AC coupling. 

8. Preferably, ability to have inputs at high 

voltages relative to ground. 

9. For high voltages, a series of attenuators 

giving up to 60' db attenuation. 

10 Overall accuracy better than 10/0 • 

6.32 Clock: 
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A clock quency is recorded simultaneously with the 

plant gnal. The signal then has its own time reference and 

errors due to tape stretch and speed vari ions in recording 

and playback phases are minimised. The shortest time 

increments required govern the choice of the clock frequency, 

e.g. a frequency of at least 10 kHz is needed to enable 

sampling to rates of 10,000 a second. The frequency 

stability of the clock to be better than one in 

(~/2 x 103
) to obtain an accuracy of .1% in the amplitude of 

a 2.5 kHz signal. 

The clock si gnal is recorded in direct mode on to the 



tape-recorder A square wave is used as it is the zero 

crossings of the ock signal which are important. 
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A control si is recorded on the third track of the 

tape to mark the actual portion of the tape to analysed 

A positive go step deno s the start of the signal and a 

negative going step denotes the end. 

The recording of control gnal is best made after 

the formation of the endless loop so that the portion of the 

tape to be used can be conveniently ected. The joint and 

adjacent regions are left unused. This elimina noise due 

to the e t of the tape joint moving over the head or round 

other guides. 

When the tape is layed, the main sections involved 

may classified as the divider and controller, the converter, 

the encoder and the data-punching circuits. 

The controller determines the sampling instants. At 

these instants scaled and quantized values of the input 

signal are determined by the converter The encoder codes 

these and presents them in a suitable form 

punch for punching as a three digit number. 

the card 
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t: 

The analogue input is ampl d and filtered as 

necessary. It is then sampled by a sample and hold 

circuit and converted to an eight bit binary number by the 

ADO. A set of indicator lights display the output which is 

also availab as a set voltage levels. (See Fig. 6.425). 

(Fi g. 6.421) 

The output of tape recorder is about 3V peak~to-

peak. The ADO unit requires a signal in the range 0 to -10V 

for full output. Thus a gain of about 3.4 and a -5V offset 

is required for a signal with zero mean. Higher quencies 

than those desired are Itered to simplify sampling 

re rements. 

A Nexus SQ 10a operational ampli is used to 

provide the gain and filtering is done by tching a 

capaci to r the feed-bacls: circuit. An offset of up to 

-10V is available. s enables a certain amount of can~ 

ceIling of DO bias in inputs and is also useful for setting 

up ADO as will be explained. feed-back resistor is 

chosen to be a large value so that low cut off frequencies 

can be obtained; the lowest be about 5Hz when using a 

1~F capacitance External capacitors may be used and there 

is an off position for the Iter The Nexus ampli ers 

are well pro ted against accidental overload of inputs 

and outputs so th no cial precautions are needed. 



They have open loop ns of ter than 1 ,000 up to 

2.5kHz and so are suitable in this regard too. They are 

capable of an ou tpu t swing of over +1 OV. 
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To utilize the maximum range of the ADC unit the input 

needs to be tween 0 and ~10 volts. This introduces the 

problem of ensuring that this range is fully utilised 

without exceeding either limit. An ordinary oscillope is not 

sufficiently accura 

bit or about .4% 

as the resolution the ADC is 40mV 

terms of an accuracy requirement on 

the oscilloscope. A "peak detectorll has been developed 

which has a dead band for most of the 0 to -10V range and 

then a sens ivity of about 3 bits full-scale. 

To de t randomly occuring peaks of short duration, 

it has a very high on to off constant ratio. A 40~Sec 

pulse I e a good deflection on the meter. (See 

Chapter 7). 

the ADC takes about 20pSecs to comple a conversion, 

it is necessary to hold value of the input signal over 

this time A 2.5kHz signal (10V p~p) could vary by about 

300mV in 20pSecs. 

The schematic of the sample and hold is shown in g. 

6 2. In the samp ng si tion, 82 is open and 81 closed 

storage capacitor voltage is such that the input and 
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output voltages of the 

of the feed~back sys ) 0 
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tern are within 1/(open loop gain 

the hold condition, 81 opens 

i ing the storage cap tor; the output voltage is that 

the i voltage at the instant 81 opened, minus 

leaka which is ne igible over 20~8ecs. closes as 81 

opens so as not to drive the first ampli er into saturation. 

When a conversion is requi a start pulse turns 81 

off 82 on. When e conversion is complete, the end of 

conversion pulse from the ADC is used to 82 and 81 

on again allowi the output to follow input. The 

settli time is short enough to enab sampling at to 

10,OOO/8ec. 

The ADC used is an 8 bit "succe approximation" 

type sold ki t-form by gi tal Equipment Co~operation 

Limited. The method of operation and a schema c of 

converter are en in Figs. 6.423-A and 6.423-B. 

also [34 J. 
The input voltage is repeatedly approximated, the 

possible range an ADC step being halved time. In 

the rst the output regis is set to ha range to 

see if the input is greater or less than it. quarter 

or three quar 

the rst test Q 

range is tri depending on the outcome of 

The ocess is repeated until the least 
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gnificant bit is reached. Fig. 6. 3-A shows all possible 

sequence steps in a 3 bit ADO. 

The start pulse sets a one in the most significant bit 

of the output register and the first position in the control 

register. The ADO clock frequency is such that the com

parator has settled before the arrival of the next clock 

pulse. At this time the fir bit in the output r ter is 

retained or removed dependi on whether the input was greater 

or lesser than the output of the digital to analogue converter. 

At the same time a one is placed in the next bit of the output 

register and so the bit the control register is shifted 

one position. The control register keeps track of the step 

progress. When all bits have been sted the end of 

conversion pulse, from the last bit in the control register, 

stops the action. 

Input range to the ADO is OV to -10V. The time per 

step is about 2,uSecs, making the total conversion time, 

including settling times,just under 20,uSecs for 8 bits. 

In order to provide the correct start pulse for the 

ADO, and also to enable manual operation of the ADO, a single 

shot multivibrator followed py a pulse shaper is used, the 

output of this becoming the start pulse. unit converts 

a 6V positive going pulse of a few microseco rise time to 
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t lamp i 

pulses of 

cators are 

t duration 

to show 

se time. 

states of 

output regis rs and the 1 dr ers also serve as 

tween the output register and rminals. 

level or a OV level for lion" or "off" 
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amplifiers 

output is a 

conditions re 

of the ADC is 

c vely. of conver on pulse output 

d into a 6V positive goi pulse be 

reaching the output terminal. 

The converter unit interconnections are shown in 

g. 6.425. The amplified and tered ana input is 

continuously prese d to the and hold t. The 

of the e and hold is normally following the input. 

On of a s pulse, however, the sample and hold 

output is held constant. The se shaper rmits the 

ADC input to settle. The ADC the conv and the 

end of conversion se is shaped and used to Ie the 

process to be repeated also appears as an out~ 

put The result is splayed on lamps and appears as an 8 

bit output on the binary output te nals. 

input to the encoder is an 8 bit binary and 

the output is a 3 di t decimal number between 1 and 

The d s are pre d sequentially, ghest power 
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on a ten line output cable and successive di ts appear 

when the di t sequencer is An ~leventh output 

173 

line is so used. An evens punchi ove the hundredth 

on denotes the start of a and an e 

,punching ab ove the uni t di t indicates the of a new 

set of s from a successive tape ion. An 

c t checks for certain possib errors. 

The organisation binary to binary coded dec 

converter is shown in Fig. 6.431 The 8 binary inputs are 

normally isol d from the 8 bit register by a set of 

electronic tches. The start command a single shot 

whi oses the switches so that e binary re ter is set 

to the complement of the input The inverse the set 

is synchronized with an internal clock triggers a fl 

flop ch opens a letting the ock pulses both 

binary and registers. When sufficient clock pulses 

have been added to the b ry register to the value 

stored zero, the b y register gives out a pulse. This 

is used to disconnect the clock. The BCD re s has 

counted the same number of clock pulses hence has 

re d value stored in it. Synchronisation of the clock 

start pulses is necessary cause the start se occurs 

randomly wi th I'espe ct to clock and ambi es could 

.~} 
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result in the absence of 

Fig. 6.431-B illustrates 

g. 6.431~C gives the assoc 

1 

sm. 

synchronizing action and 

waveforms. 

The code chosen for the BCD re was a symmetrical 

to decimal. Coding 

dback as the former is 

1 code as this simplifies 

is achieved by gating rather than 

considered more reli [66 ]. 

the decimal decoding only 28 

as to 30 for most of the other 

s are required 

codes. A 

of three input gates are required 

s simplifies gate design. 

g. 6. -A shows the 1242 symmetric 

t decoded 

re s and the arrangement of decoding 

decade 

waveforms 

are shown Fig. 6.432-B. 

punch only punches one di t at a , a 

se is to present the digits one at a time. 

are four positions for the punch sequencer; 

hundreds, ts digits and the wait positions. 

The sequencer is normally the wait position till 

of binary to conv on pulse steps it to the hundreds 

position. The It 

the sequencer on 

signal from the card punch s 

tens Vosition, then to the unit 

s 
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position and back to the wait po 
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on when the three 

digits have been punched., 

As only one set of lines are provided the digits 0 

to 9, the se er must select the power to be 

punched. Only one of the lines in the set carry a level 

on it for each of ten. The drivers are blanked off for 

a'few milliseco 

line in the set 0 

carry pulses to 

the card punch re 

the sequencer. This 

The blanking is nece 

punch switch must be 

operate again. (see 

then switched on. 

9 and possibly the 

card punch. After punchi 

appropriate 

punching line 

is complete, 

an "end of punch" signal which advances 

s the next digit to be punched& 

because the drive tor on the 

scharged to -6v before tch can 

g. 6.433-A). If there was no blanking, 

consecutive punchings the same digit would not be possible. 

An eleven punching over the hundreds digit is as a 

control digit to denote start of each three t numbers 

one over the unit ition is used to denote the rst 

number in the set of re from each revolution 

A flip-flop opens a gate when a new tape revolution 

s allows the "punch unit" pulse to be sent along 

1 ,as well as to reset ~flop and thus close 

till the start of the tape revolution The "punch 

100 11 se always energi zes eleven line .. (see 6 

6 .433-D) . 
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four posi ons for the sequencer are obtained 

two cascaded flip~flops, decoded to the four s 

sequBntially The common line to the hundreds, tens or uni 

digits circuits at the digit switch is appropriately 

ene , p ting the active line in this digit circuit to 

be connected the drivi circuit 

the se er also tri a s 

drivers to the punch for 5m cs. 

pulses that inc 

shot which blanks the 

t the Besi s assuri 

ve capaci shave discharged, this also sample 

me for inputs to the drivers to settle. This is ic-

ularly necessary when two punchings (the eleven and a 

are being made multaneously. 

The of punch s from punch are gated so 

t) 

t 

those to duplicating or sequence numberi do not advance 

sequencer. Punching can only be started from encoder 

when lt is ready to 

alarm circuit turns off the 

the remote control swit if 

recorder, by means 

ng is attempted at a time 

when card punch is not ready to punch a number. Thus the 

alarm operates if 

a) ng of numbers is attemp at too a rateD 

The longest punch cycle occurs when the I columns on a 

have to be punched then a new card has to be 
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registered before the next number can be punched. Thus, 

even though system may punch successfully at the 

middle of a card, the punching rate may be too high. 

b) stray pulses or other malfunctions cause the system to 

attempt to punch a number. This protec on is not 

infallible if the wait period is longer than one punch 

cycle. 

c) the card punch runs out of cards or if the card feed 

mechanism fails. The rst cause can used to auto-

matically stop the system at the end of a run if the 

appropria number of cards are placed in the card feeder. 

It is possible to stop the system in the event of a card

jam the punch station, using the fact that the card punch 

wi not duplicate when there is no card present at the read 

station. 

A pulse arriving at the sequencer from the encoder when it 

is not .waiting to punch is d ted to a flip-flop which in 

turn energizes a relay. The relay turns off the remote 

control e recorder switch. voltage level, or contacts on 

the relay are a~ailable for external use. The alarm is reset 

externally. One of the pairs of contacts of the relay is so 

used to lock or unlock the keyboard of the card punch. s 

enables card punch to be used for setting up but .. locks it 

when the conversion system is in use so that the automatic 

punching cannot be inadvertently interrupred from the 
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keyboard, (see Fig. 6.434). 

6.44. Divider and Controller: 

A schematic of the circuit is shown in Fig, 6.44-A along 

with associated waveforms in Fig. 6.44-B, 

The clock signal recorded on one of the tape channels is 

used to control the timing for the sampling point determination. 

As the clock signal has been recorded simultaneously with the 

signal being processed, correct time relationship is ensured, 

irrespective of tape stretch and tape transport speed fluctu

ations. 

The relevant parts of the signal are marked by start and 

stop pulses recorded on a third track of the tape. The 

sampling points are all referred to the start pulse. During 

each revolution of tape, punchings are made at approximately 

half second intervals until the stop position on the tape is 

reached. The next set of samples is displaced from the first 

set by Ts seconds where 1/Ts is the desired sampling rate. 

When all the sub-intervals between successive punchings in 

the first revolution have been covered, a complete set of 

data has been obtained. Thus if 1/Ts is 256 and punching is 

approximately every half second, the tape makes about 128 

revolutions before a complete set of data is obtained. 

6,441. Cl£S:k Signal Circuit: 

The clock pulses are first shaped by a Schmidt trigger 
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and ampliried to the standard 6v level needed ror system 

logic (see Fig. 6.441). However, due to imperrections in 

properties dust accumulated on the heads duri 

ayback, some of the recorded clock ses may be To 

overcome this a "pulse Iter" is This is an astable 

fly wheel oscil whose nomi frequency is automatically 

controlled by the incomi clock frequency. Normally it acts 

as a locked oscillator, locking on to the clpck pulses to 

mai n the correct timing. To achieve this basic 

quency of oscillator is set just below the clock 

rrequency. Should any ock pulses be missed, however, the 

rlywheel will take over and rill the pulses approximate 

correct time. Provided not more than a few clock ses 

are miss ,the oscillator will lock on to the clock again 

without error. (See Chapter 7). Though the posi on or 

i on or the pulse may not be strictly accurate, this s 

not cause an error unless a sample is ing taken at 

point, in which case there will be a slight ji at the 

point. 

The pulse filter has a range of 

position switch enables either 

1 -4kHz. A thre e 

1) the fil to be swi orf (e.g. direct use 

at other rrequencres), or 

2) filter to be connected to the input the 

divider chain if the clock quency is the range i-4kHz. 
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or 3) filter to be coupled in two stages 

binary ision if the clock quency is be 

Depending on sampling ra nee , the clock pulses 

may go through a number of st s of binary division. The 

clock pulse is then taken to a gate which connects it to one 

of three po tions 

(A) to an position, 

(B) on to a counter in comparator circuit, or 

(C) back to further s s of binary division. 

At beginning of a new revolution when the start 

pulse occurs gate is set to posi (B), and the clock 

pulses are counted a "displacement" counter. contents 

If store this re ter are compared wi a " lac 

the t which records number of revolut 

This number corresponds to di 

le from the start po ion. When 

equal, the clock pulses are diverted 

di by compara tor tchi 

has made. 

cement of the first 

the 

two re sters are 

to the binary 

to po tion (C). 

clock ses then are divided down to produce the nominal 

sese there are a total of 13 divi ~ sec timing 

the maximum le clock frequency is 16kHz For lower clock 

fre ncies the appropria number of the dividers may 

tched out of circuit. The i t to gate is 

from 

i 

divider chain at a point between the fil 

and the output to AJ)C. hi r the samp 

off 

clock 
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rate, the closer the tapping point is made to the end, 

as s corresponds 

When the stop 

off position (A). 

shorter sampli 

se is generated 

1 the displac 

intervals. 

gate is set to the 

counter a the 

portion of the divider chain after the are reset; 

counter to zero and the divider chain to contain alIi's. 

This 1 r feature is necessary so that the first sample is 

taken as soon as the co rator sets the te to position (C). 

A ay lamp Ii up, at the s samples are 

to a visual check to be obtained on punching d 

while se ing up. 

The star top signal is recorded on third tape 

channel. to drop out on the tape the s has to be 

filtered. start position has to be defined to 

minimize jitter, but the pulse needs to be positioned 

within a punch interval. tendency of the tape-recorder 

in the FM mode is to have negative going interference 

pulses, a tive going I is used for start pulse 

The negative ing pulses are smoothed, and a ive level 

present for least 100 s is taken to be stop pulse. 

The start pulse triggers a flip~flop FF1 ( 6.442) 

to state A 

pulses into 

state B. This 

tbmparatoD. 

ens a gate let 

other output 

the clock 

is used, 
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to the lacement s e count when the fli.p 

is switched ba again The compara "equal" pulse also 

triggers another 1'1 FF2, state B to s te A. 

This the ga that connects the clock pulses back to the 

di ders. As is already back to sta B, the c pulses 

are preve from goi to the arator. The stop pulse sets 

FF2 back to state B, prevent 

dividers. other 

clock si 

of FF2 is used to 

from ng 

te the 

to reset the divi rs and the 

(see Fig. 6.44-B for waveforms). 

ement counter. 

The number of lc::op of 

this de 

is stored 

the cement s re register nes s-

acement from start before ing commences. The 

s re is incremented by one for each revolution and 

s one unit of Ts later the ious revolution. 

unit of me is det d by the cloc}:: frequency 

number f)f ider stages before the signal is to the 

gate. If the clock od is 

di vis n before the input to 

assuming for the that 

there are n stages of 

gate, 

is no recorder 

on. ( tha t -l/Ts is the sampl rate.) 

At the start of a run the gate connects c ck to 

the 
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di lacement counter and the contents of this counter are 

compared wi th the contents of the displacement store e' If the 

store has an initial value N stored in it, then the counter 

records N counts fore an output is obtained from the com~ 

parator ... Thus t first sample is taken at a time NTs seconds 

after the start pulse. 

As explained section 6.441, the gate now connects the 

clock to the remainder of the divider chain. the divider 

chain has a tot of m stages patched in, then samples will be 

taken at intervals of Tp = 2mTc seconds. 

The maximum speed for straight punching on the card punch 

is 20 characters a second, i.e., 50 mSecs per character. 

However, the card register cycle takes 150 mSecs so that the 

absolute minimum value for Tp is 300 mSecs. practice this 

value for T was found to be extending the machine somewhat 
p 

and a slightly longer interval, 

Thus T ~ 0.4 sec. 
p 

400 mSecs, is preferred. 

Sampling at T second intervals continues till the stop 
p 

pulse is encountered. The clock ses are isolated at the 

ga ,the counter and dividers are reset and the system waits 

until the next start pulse is received. 

The store now has a value (N + 1) stored in it and hence 

sampling is delayed (N + 1)Ts seconds from the start point; 

that is Ts seconds from the first of the previous set of 

samples. each set, sample points are Tp seconds apart and 
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and hence Ts seconds from the corresponding sample points in 

the previous set. 

the ith tape revolution the store will have (N+ i) 

stored in it and sampling starts iTs seconds from the first 

sample into 

when 

Samples will start overlappi previously obtained ones 

substi tu ting Ts 

T 
p 

= 2nT and T 2mT c p c 

i = 2m/2
n 

= 2(m-n) 

this point all the positions on the tape will have 

been sampled. However, further points may have to be taken, 

in order to t a "complete" set - comple in the sense of 

the s_orter program. 

The maximum value that m can take is equal to the total 

number of divider stages available, i.e., 13. The splace-

ment counter and store have ten binary stages and hence, 

allowing for the fact that a few samples have to overlap, the 

maximum number of revolutions for a complete set is 29 = 512. 

Thus m - n ~ 9. 

The maximum clock frequency that can be used is 20.5kHz 

since there are only 13 vider stagesa The maximum sampling 

rate of 1280 samp per second is independent of the clock 
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quency, but depends on the punching rate. (i.e clock 

frequency to be ~ 2 13/T and sampling rate is ~ 2 9 /T .) 
p p 

However, a maximum time scali of 8 is available on the tape~ 

recorder enabling effective sampling rates of up 10,240 

samples a second 

Fig. 6.444 shows the patch panel wired for n::::3 and 2.· 

Let the desired sampling rate be at least fsd samples 

per second, where 

If fsd ~ 1 ,280 then no speed change on the tape-recorder 

is necessary. In general let k stages of binary speed 

reduction be needed. Then 

Let the clock frequency originally recorded 

clock quency input to the sys :::: 

of stages n, before the gate is given by, 

fs fc/2n ~ 

where f is the actua 1 sampling rate 0 s 

The number of divider stages m, 

f /(2m) ~ 1/T . c p 

is given 

m ~ log2(Tp f c )· 

by, 



1 

and 

If the si is T seconds long between start and s r 

ses ori nal recording speed, then the time be 

s and stop pulses when replaying is 

Tt T 2k seconds 
r r 

r of punchings per revolution,N ,is the pr 

greatest 

Let 

(T~ 

and let the r of k ling increments (Ts x 2 ) tha t can 

be cont ained aT be j; 

i.e. j = [ 

Then for j revo ons, 

revolution. After 

revolu on for a fur r M 

M 

and the Nd == t (Npr - 1 ) x M! 

there w be N punches per pr 

11 be (N -1) pr punches per 

ions where 

cover the tape at 

the basic sampling i rval After this there 

will be groups of (Npr 2) 

As there are 26 sample poi d on a capd the 

number of cards needed may be e as 

For the sorter program, it is nece 

two sets of data at (N ) punchings per revo pr 

to have at ast 

, M sets of 
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O'1"pr 1) punchings per revolution and at as tone set of 

(Npr ~ 2) punchings per revolution. This enables the program· 

to check that there is in fact a complete set as well as to 

find the set without havi to be given any fUrther instruction 

It will be noticed that up to a maximum of T seconds p 

tape may be unused out of the record length T' and this should r 

be lowed for. 

It is possible to start at the beginning of a complete 

set by using the displacement store splay lights and the 

sample-point trigger display light when Tr and fo are known. 

The value j is calculated and displacement store value N 

is set to just under j. Punching wi 

punches per revolution but will change 

then start with N pr 

to (N - 1) after a few .pr 

revolutions. A saving 

100% can be achieved 

time and cards of possibly 

this way. 

to 

Punching is stopped when the groups of punchings become 

(N - 2). This may be automatically achieved, as explained, pr 

by putting the appropriate number of cards the card feeder. 

Consider the case where a signal is to be sampled at 

least 3,000 times a second, and the recorded clock frequency 

is 8,000 Hz. 

i.e. 3,000 
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·2k "'-r 

i.e. k = 2 and = 2,000 Hz 

so that n = 1 

m ~ 10g2(800) : 9.5 

Take m 10. 

m n = 9 which is acc table and the tape will go round 512 times. 

The actual sampling rate fs is 

(fc x 2k)/2n 

i.e fs = 4,000 

The punching eed is 1 IT = f I ( ) p c 

. 2 punchings per second. 

Tr = 2 secs~ then 

: 16 per revolution. 

The number of ta points will be about 

N x N . 6 x 512 ~ 8,000 pr r • 

number of cards needed is about 

8 and 



Thus Npr = 15 

aT 

and j 

::: 

TI/T = 15 625 r p 

= 2~o x .625/2000 

[ .32 x 1000] = 320. 

The starting value N could be set to about 315. The 

actual number of sample points is (Npr - 1)M = 7168. 
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It is probably easier to find the setting for starting 

just before a set by trial. The store is set to various trial 

values and the number of flashes on the "sample-light" or the 

number of punches counted till the transition point is deter-

mined. This iminates estimating Tr which is advantageous as 

Tr has to be known fairly accurately for the calculation. 

The displacement store can be reset to zero, or set to any 

desired number N using the manual reset and set switches. For 

convenience, there are three rates' of 128 pulses/second, 16 

pulses/second and single pulses. (Fig. 6.4L~3). The pulses 

are derived from a circuit that is a monostable but is 

switched to be an astable one for either of the above 

frequencies. Display Ii ts indicate the state of the store 

at any time. 
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6.45. Punching of Data: 

A general schematic of the punching circuits is shown 

in Fig. 6.45. 

The card punch (IBM 026) punches data sequentially 

column by column, When any interposer on the card punch is 

energized the card advances one column and punches the digit 

or digits corresponding to the interposer or interposers 

energized, Any combination up to a maximum of four columns 

may be punched provided the interposers are energized 

simultaneously. 

The punch interposers are normally energized by manual 

depression of keys on the keyboard. For the purpose of 

driving them electrically from an external source, a bank of 

Silicon Controlled Rectifiers have been added. 

Card advancing and registering of new cards are auto

matically carried out by the card punch itself, The punch 

also has a number of other features, one of them being auto

matic duplicating of specified columns of the card just 

completed, This feature is utilized to duplicate two columns 

on to every card for the purpose of, among other things, 

keeping a constant format on the 80 columns of a card, 

Provision has been made to enable sequence numbering of the 

cards to be carried out if necessary. 

When the punch is being used with the converter, the 

keyboard of the punch is locked by means of a relay energized 
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from the converter. The interlock only operates when cards 

are re teredo Furthermore, the interlock is made 

inoperative when the converter alarm is energized. Hence, 

switching on the alarm enables the card punch to be set up. 

The overall circuit of the interposer switches is shown 

in Fig. .451 

A licon Oontrolled Rectifier (SOR) is used to switch in 

a punch interposer. The SOR ci t is shown in Fig. 6.451 

The sensitivity of the SOR's can be adjusted by a potentiometer 

in the input circuit to fire about 4V. The input pulse has 

to be a po tive going one of at least four volts amplitude. 

Before going positive it has to have been negative for at least 

5 mSecs. This feature necessary to reduce the tendency to 

fire spuriously 0 stray pulses. 

The SOR's are de-energized by isolat the common line 

of the punch rcuit from the SOR!s common rail shortly after 

it has been ene zed. Otherwise the rposer can be 

re-energi causing multiple punching, particularly if the 

interposer springs are weak and return is slow. A spare 

contact on relay R46 of the card punch is found to achieve the 

above results. ( g. 6.451 -0) . so the reI contact of RL~6 

is wired to the punch common rail via the card lever switch, 

so that the SOR's cannot be energi if a card is not re stered. 
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Three selectors are us as counters for sequence 

numberi Two -flops, as in converter sys 

sequence the ts to be punched. An independent circuit is 

incorporated in the punch to minimize interconnections as well 

as to le the sequence numbering be used on its own. 

The end of punch signal is used to step digit sequencers 

on only when (1) a "2" pun chi 

of the punch and (2) when 

is pre on 

sequencer is not 

program card 

the wait 

position. When the di t sequencer is in wai t tion 

and a "2!f is encountered on the program card, the sequencer 

advances to the II 

hundre digit 

hundreds" posi 

the se e number. 

on punching the 

The end of punch 

pulses are now permit to step the sequencer on thus 

punchirig tens unit digits of sequence number and 

reaching the wait pOSition. The t uni ctors are advanc 

at s point rementing the sequence number. Pressing 

reset switch sets sequence number to 000. 

ponding digits on each selector are paralle 

the SCRls. (see Fig. 6.452). 

corres~ 

and to 

end of punch signal is obtained ng the relay R46 

Mlen it operates, it s rts to ground end of punch line 

ch is normally biased to volts When the relay releases 
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again, the end-of~punch line returns +6 volts and s 

constitutes the end of punch gnal. (Fig. 6. ). 

The data as punched is finally sorted into its correct 

sequence using the sorter program and the 1620 simulator on 

the IBM 360/44. The program (see Fig. 6.46 for block diagram) 

reads in a header card and as many data cards as are present, 

provided the storage of the computer is not exceeded. 

da is then checked to see if there is a complete 

set points and that there are no erratic number of punchings 

per revolution. During sorting the data is checked for 

screpancies such as non three git numbers. The sorted data 

is punched out with the appropriate headings. The typewriter 

also types out a diagnosis of the data, giving such information 

as how many extreme points there were the range of values. 

One header card is read rst followed by data cards. 

The end of one data set is denoted by a blank card after the 

set, before the header card for the next data. data cards 

must have a digit in at least one of columns 4 or 5; a blank 

these two columns is taken as ing the end of a data set. 

Any number of data sets may be sorted, one after the other. 

If the cards contain more data points than there are storage 

positions, this information is typed out. The remainder of 

. I 
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cards in set are disregarded. The da in s ge is 

then examined unless console switch 1 on the 1620 simulator is 

on, in which case the data s are ignored and a new 

set of , if present, processed. 

the cards have sequence numbers in columns 75 77, 

these columns are not read as data. The absence an eleven 

punching in column 75 is taken as indicating t it is a 

sequence number. If it is an erroneous punching, error 

wi be de cted later, e.g, if the lIelevenlf punching had 

led, s will almost inevitably result in unevenness 

the resulting number punchings per revolution. 

A block diagram for this section is shown Fig. 6.462. 

When input data has been read, data points are soanned 

for start runs. This is indica by an eleven punching 

(which reads into the machine as a t!flag ll
) over the low order 

t on of data points. Every low order position is 

li. first flag is igno as e punchings can 

se in starting procedure. The number of punchings 

between low order fla 

of have 1'1pr 

be follow by a 

is counted. if first group 

ngs between low order flags, s should 

of (1'1 - 1) punchi pr between flags. If 

the number of punchi after Npr punchings between is 

other than (N ~ 1) there is some erroneous and a pr 
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message includi position of error is typed out. The 

groups of (Npr 1) 

should be followed by a 

constitute the required set. It 

of (Npr - 2) punchings; if there 

is a group of any 0 r number an error is indicated as above. 

If on the other hand, re are no groups other than (N - 1)' 

present, a comple set ta does not necessarily exist and 

this is indicated. Proce g of any set terminates in the 

event of any error and of input data is processed. 

6.463. Sorting and Punching: 

When the necessary data have been found, it is 

relatively easy to sort the sorting process may be 

visualized as the transposing a rna [ x . . ] if th e da t a 
l, J . 

points are appropriately named. rst suffix of the data 

points x. . is to denote the group of punchings the data is to 
l,J 

be taken from, corresponding to number of the tape revol-

ution. The second suffix deno s p tion in this group, 

e.g., the sixth punching from the third set of data would be 

xs,s. Thus data appear on the 

, 1 , X2 2 etc. , After sorting it will 

X2 2 etc. , 

ear as 

Each number is checked to see if it is a git 

and if it is an extreme valued (i.e. 001 or 256) 

number. The number of extremes are d the maximum 

minimum values, excluding the extremes, are so found. 
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Further, the number of punchings r revolution and the number 

of revolutions as found by the sorter are typed out 

comparison with expec re ts. portion of input 

deck used is also worked out. 

The present program can only sort as many data points as 

the 1620 simulator storage allows. It is possible, however, 

to construct programs that are multipass; n passes are required 

for sorting data si ze (n - 1) times storage. The first pass 

would de rmine the amount of data and leave subsequent passes 

to sort and punch 

is not noticeable 

data. The inconvenience of "multipass" 

a di is lable, apart from the 

tional processing time. 

A has been d for the IBM 870 documenting 

system which effecti ve ly presents a II sorted" lis ting of the 

data from the orig de of c 

Very briefly, the low order flag used to re 

car'ri on the typewriter, so that the second data in each 

set ears first on a line. Reading down vertically gives 

the correct sequence of data. This has been found useful 

rticu rly in testing as "so ng" takes ace i 

of whether there is a proper set of data or not. 

ec e 
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6 

ADO system has performed satisfactorily and been 

used extensively in conve on of a large number of s s, 

(Peek [76J). Figs. 6. ,B ,0 D show some of' data 

or ssed form of' the data converted by system. 
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CHAPTER 7 

This chapter gives details of some of the uni 

to in the previous chapter. 

referred 

the accuracy of the ADC is about 0.5% , it is desirable 

to have the sample and hold accurate to better than 0.5% -

say 0.1%. Sample and hold units described in the literature 

(e.g. [46J and [57J) were found to too expens ,not 

suffi ently accurate or to involve critical adjustments and 

components. 

A sample and hold unit been developed which overcomes 

these objections. This is a feedback type in which the overall 

characteri cs are governed ncipally by the choice of 

DC ampli er incorporated in it. 

circuit finally used is shown fi gure 7. 1. A 

Nexus SQ

loop DC 

opera onal ampli 

in of about 100,000 and a 

is used. It has an open-

grea than 1 ,000 

up to 2.5kHz, although with the 1 ,000pf capacitive loadi 

necessary, it was tially found to be unstable. 

The voltage on the capac r is sensed the output 

buffer amplifier and unity feed-back is applied from this 

output. In the hold position the capacitor is isolated by S2 

and a low gain feed-back loop is connected across the high 
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n lifier. s prevents the fier satura 

the ampli er It is necessary to satura on 

since 

swi 

recovery time once it has saturated is con derable 

I field e 

and they are 

interroga 

ct transi (FET'S) are 

tched by means of a fli 

by the Ifsample" or the 11 

for 

which 

of is in 

conve 

resis 

capaci 

thus 

onl! pulse, as necessary. The used has an "on" 

e of the order 300 megohm. However, the junction 

e al ters be n the "on" and "off" states 

ng the ch ld in the capacitor. 

The above reason was 

minimum value of the 

the itance is 

main factor 

tance. 

ned by 

determining the 

maximum value of 

gh frequency 

response red, as well as by the stabili of the drivi 

amplifier when feeding the c ci tive load. rrhe variation 

in the c 

permanent 

from the c 

tance change is crucial , as any 

output. Leakage is mere an offset in 

aci tors should be considered determini 

the minimum itance. s case, the aka was 

essential through the FET As the constant 

has a ne igible effect seei that is 0,3 secs, I 

conversion t of the conve er is 20~secs 

The buffer amplifier was from a MOS~FET linearized 

by connecting a transistor across the drain and source, thus 
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providing feed-back and a constant current source for the 

The Ie is ne and 1 arity good. 

The switches te within 60psecs, and moreover as 

the output is normally following the si ,the held 

is that at instant of sampling. settli time is 

about 2psecs when 8 2 is turned 

is turned on. 

and about 20psecs when 8 2 

The circuit was tested for DC and AC performance • 

..;...;;......;;;;.,.;;.. . Voltages correspondi to the normal range of the 

circuit were applied to the input and the output examined 

usi a Tektronix storage oscilloscope wi a type W J? in. 

plug in has an accurate offsetting device which enables 

measurements to be made to about .01% (1mV resolution in 10V). 

The output of the s and hold was found to be accura to 

within a few millivolts over the 0 to 10V range, with a 

rmanent 0 t of about 20mV. 

difference between 

output in the follow mode was measured 

input and 

the type W 

plug~in and error found to be w 20mV pe to peak 

up to 2. 

the circuit shown Fig. 7 11 the 

dynamic performance of the device was tested over a range 
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quencies and for v?rying positions on the wave~form. 

The function generator gives an output synchronized to 

a multiple of the input frequency, which is testing 

quency. The of output with respect to the input 

can be varied. This output drives a pulse generator which 

gives the necessary ses for operating the sample and hold 

switches. The pulse width controls the hold time. 

Synchronized sampling of up to a few samples per cycle was 

achieved with the point of sampling bei 

variable. 

continuously 

A number of problems can be tributed direc to the 

fact that a rna tic 

and storing the si 

e recorder is used for recording 

s. These are:-

1. Noise in the signal channel. 

Noise in the signal channel can be minimized by 

filtering the output of the tape-recorded at the 

maximum frequency of interest. 

2. Drop-outs in the ock channel. 

A "clock filter" has been made to reduce this 

source of error. 

3. Noise and stray pulses in the start/stop channel. 

A s t-stop pulse II Iter" been developed 
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[26]) • 

a 

c 

to overcome s source of error. 

se faults may mainly attributed to (see [7J and 

nature of t 

teness of t 

magnetic recording process. The 

tic oxide p le size 

noise assoc ted with rna 

create a certain amount 

tic and elec 

noise. A further 

c 

s0urce of noise :is wow and flutter in transport mechanism 

which shifts the frequency and hence s a noise 

volta in the F.M. of operation. The error due 

to is generally low and is of order of 1% 

for Ampex SP300 recorder. 

b. Imp tions in 

portions of tape havi 

portions with unduly rou 

not recorded fait 

tape mate ri 

in the 

surfaces. 

resulting in 

coating or 

signal does 

because of the absence of 

the oxi s or separation of the tape from the head. 

c. Dust oxide accumul on on the tape partic-

ularlyon heads. In ex cases, lly with 

tape loops, oxide may "cake" on the guides and wear a 

groove on tape. Regular eaning of the recorder 

vvi 11 minimi ze thi s. In s respec t, a fel t to 

clean the 

head is of 

just before it comes to the recording 

t value. However, it does not seem to 
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be possible to eliminate this eLLect completely. 

d. ImperLections in any tape joints. It is not possible 

to eliminate joints iL an endless loop has to 

tape ts a jerk as the joint passes the 

used. 

and this gives 

on the he ads. 

near 

se to vol tage s be 

guides 

picked up 

To minimize this eLLect regions OL the 

joi are not used directly. 

e. Cri ing OL tape. This stresses the importance OL 

careful handling OL ; even a slight crinkle causes 

"drop-outs". 

s the clock s is ess ial Lor timing in the 

ons due to drop-outs or converter system, any interrup 

stray pulses will cause errors. 

clock L ter has been dev oped. 

Lilter are: 

To overcome these eLLects a 

requirements the 

1. The clock Lrequency should be Lollowed prec when 

the clock signals are present. Any normal varia ons 

Lrequency, due to wow or Llutter or mains 

variations Lor example, should be Lollowed. 

quency 

2. When there are clo pulses missing, they should be 

inserted as close as possible to the true po tion. 

3 The circuit should be capable OL working auto-
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matically over a range of frequencies so that external 

switching is minimized, 

The circuit devis is shown schematically in Fig. 7.22 

clock frequency from the tape recorder is grated to 

get a si whose amplitude is inversely proportional to 

the frequency of input. This volt is recti ed and 

smoo in a parall circuit (R2C) charged through a series 

diode and resistor Ri • The parallel circuit charges to 

peak value of the volta ,provided that this has been steady 

for a me corresponding to the time constant "RiC. This 

prevents drop outs 

signal. 

output volt 

ng interpreted as a low frequency clock 

of the parallel circuit is changed 

to a corresponding current, which feeds a current controlled 

oscilla The current magnitude and refore output 

quency are adjustable. Thus an output following the input 

frequency is ob ined over a range of frequencies. 

The output frequency f-D of the oscillator, when it is 

not synchronized, is adjust to be just below input 

frequency f. Normal the osci ator is synchronized to the 

input frequency so that the s tern operates as a locked 

oscillator. However, in the absence of the input signal, 

the oscillator free runs at a frequency which owly drops 

from f to f~D Thus a se is fi d in at apprOXimately 
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the correct place. 

1'-6 is made as close to l' as the normal varia ons in 

the input frequency allow. The difference is kept small so 

that a number of pulses can be filled in, should this be 

necessary. 

The start/stop signal used for identifying the portion 

of the tape to be analysed is ideally a volta level changing 

only at the start and stop points. However, due to causes 

referred to in section 7.21, the ideal signal is not recovered 

on playback and some form of filtering is necessary. 

The start po tion fairly critical as all the timing 

is derived from this point. For this reason the start signal 

is taken as a negative to positive going transition, as the 

negative el is relatively immune from interference. The 

positive level is filtered by means of a "diode filter" as 

shown in Fig. 7.23. A positive voltage level quickly 

charges the capacitor. Any leakage from the capacitor due 

to negative going excursions of short duration caused by 

dropouts is restored at the end of the dropout so that the 

voltage on the capacitor is held close to the maximum. 

When the voltage is held negative for a sufficient length 

of time, the capacitor discharges sufficiently to enable a 

Schmidt trigger to fire. This firing defines the stop point. 
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The capacitance is adjusted to have a discharge time constant 

of about 100msecs, which is sufficient to overcome normal 

drop out effects. 

However, the device has draw~backs. If positive pulses 

occur while the signal level is supposed to be held negative, 

or "stray drop outs" of appreciable durat occur just 

before negative go change of level causing the 

capacitor to start discharging early, there can be some 

erroneous effects. By "stray drop outs" is meant drop outs 

not permanently on tape, but due to st or oxide accumulation. 

Posi t sp ikes some times seem to appear when the joint 

"jerks" past the guides; this effect has been removed by 

blanking the start/stop pdilse for the time the tape joint is 

moving past the guides. anking t s of about 1,2,4 and 8 

sees are available for the various speeds. 

(Fig. 7.3). 

The input range of the ADO is 0 to -10V. In order to 

utilize the full capacity of the ADO, it is necessary to 

have the analogue volta scaled (and offset if necessary) 

to have its most positive value close to and less than OV 

as well as its most negative value close to and greater 

than 10V. If the amplitude is smaller, the effective 

quantization level of the signal increases the range 

is exceeded, clipping occurs. Even using an oscilloscope 
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it is difficult to ensure that the signals have been ampli

fied to the correct range particularly with random signals. 

To help in this respect the peak-detector unit has been 

developed. 

The peak detector consists of two meters to indicate 

the maximum and minimum points. To achieve the necessary 

accuracy, the meters only operate when the signal is close to 

the peak values they are set to detect, at which time their 

sensitivity is 120mV full scale. Further, to enable reading 

of relatively short peaks, the meter rcuits have a large 

discharge to charge time constant ratio. 

The range of values about which the peak can be 

de cted is ~3V to +1 5V for the positive peak detector and 

-7'1 to -11V for the De tive peak detector. 

A single cycle of a 2.5kHz sinewave can be detected 

within 250mV of the static calibration point. 

In anticipation of a paper tape punch being purchased 

by the Department of Electrical Engineering, a conversion 

unit for operating a tape punch in IBM code was designed and 

is shown in Fig. 7.4. 

Some of the details of the circuit wi depend on the 

particular punch The main purpose of the diagram is to show 



the coding and pa ty check circuits as 

schematic. 

The decimal 

give the 1248 IBM 

are coded by a 

code. The parity che 
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as the general 

of gates to 

circuit consists 

of a number of comparators The outputs to punch are 

compared in pairs; resulting outputs are a compared 

in pairs so that an e~ual output is obtained should there be 

an even number of bi 

is energized. 

energized, in which case the check bit 

The time for punching is determined by if any 

of the units, tens or hundreds lines has a t to be 

punched, in which case the appropriate power of ten terminal 

has a pulse on it. This triggers a single shot I which 

enables the input, compara and gates to settle. Punching 

takes place by ene the punch drivers a 

ient length of time termined by means of ano 

s shot. The digi corresponding to the input t, 

as w as the X (flag digit) if sent, are thus ene zed. 
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OHAPTER 8 

In s concluding chapter, the re ts of 

is are summarized and some possible avenues of further 

research are indicat 

In Ohapter 3, it was shown that, a process 

1x(w,t) ,tc RJ satisfyi certain second order proper es and 

having a first order p d.f , l' satisfying certain smoothness 

assumptions, then it is possible to estimate r to within a 

desired accuracy from a finity length T or a single sample 

tion x(t) :::X(wo,t) from the process. These results are 

sUIDJ:narized in a de il section 3.2. 

The results should easily extend to the determination of 

second order p d f.s, but a corresponding increase in com~ 

plexity would be expected. For example, the determination 

aT . in equa on 3 3-7 will now correspond to 
, J 

determination 

eT . k' the estimate of the probability that the signal 
, J , 

on two given values at two given times; that is, with 

Aj and Bj(t) as be re, 0T,j k is the estima~e of the 

probability mj,k P[Bj(t) Ii Bk(t+rr;)]. 0T,j,k will aga be 

given by an e tion such as 3 3-7, except that z.(t) becomes 
J 

Z. k(t) J , 
) and si is assumed known for a 

length of time T+rr; rather than T The expecta on 
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ance of BT . k will depend on the and fourth 
, J , 

properties of the process Lemmas 1 to 3 would 

ced with corresponding Lemmas dealing with inter-

pola in two dimensions the choice of 't' 

represent the f'amily of second or r p d .. f",s f(x:l,x2,-r;) 

need to be considered. 

Some other interesting problems t may prove worthwhile 

ting are: 

1) The relationship between the c ts of ergodicity 

and If te memory" as def'ined in on 3.1-1. Whereas 

ity is the commonly used concept, author feels that 

memory is in tui ti ve ly more me ~."--'-."'E> 

2) 

X(w,t) 

tionship between (i) 

X(w,t+'t') being independent 

variables 

(ii) the correlation 

E[X(w,t)X(w,t+~)J being zero though 

R('t') o says that the random are uncorrelated, 

one ct that R('t') being zero for some [a,b), 

par if' b 00, implies something more just zero 

correlation~ 

3) The method of determining ill. , 
J 

the es (}T . , J 

in Lemmas 10 

random sampl 

obtained more 

11 . m. is found there by means of' simple 
J 

Improved results would of course 

s cated sampling methods are employed. 
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4) Extension of some exis ng mentioned in 

Chap r 3, a nUi'ilber of papers have indicated how the p d"f 

may be determined the form of a sum of orthogonal 

functions, ng a se of independent points from the 

process~ However, it is not clear from these papers when and 

how this sequence may ob from a finite length of a 

single fUnction. earlier results Chapter 3 may 

be used to show that under certain stated conditions, it is 

possible to construct a process with a p.d.f that can be 

made close to that of the required process by choice of T. 

It is then possible to obtain an independent sequence of 

points from this constructed process~ Thus it likely that 

the re ts of the papers referred to above can be d 

to determining the p f~ of a process in the form of the sum 

of a set of orthogonal fUnctions, given a sufficient length 

of a single sample function from the process. 

Chapter 4, some of the more common methods of esti

the power spectrum of a random process were briefly 

compared Further, the problems often encountered finding 

power trum using the correlation fUnc on were 

discussed, al 

to se problems 

with some comments on suggested solutions 

Some of the resul are, and may remain, 

based on rience it hoped that the author's 

comments of use to those attempting to determine 
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IJower sIJectrum us the tion function. The author 

bounds f'ound alS 0 s to extend the re suI ts on the s 

in section 4.4 

In OhaIJter 5, the gene theory interIJolation was 

briefly IJresented and s relationshiIJ to some exi 

interIJolation formulae was shown. This was followed by a 

scussion on errors arising interIJolation a wide 

sense the errors in ac ng values in any 

interIJolation formulae and the errors such as truncation 

errors aris in tical aIJIJroximations to f'~rmulae. 

This discussion is in the m of' a review icle and is 

int to one aware of' kind of' IJroblems that one 

is likely to meet with and to IJoint out ways of' going about 

overcoming these IJroblems. IJarticular, some resul on 

truncation errors by various authors have been given and these 

modif'ied to e lower bounds" Finally the author deals th 

the IJroblem of' in terIJola tion using areas, too tis, instead of' 

using values of' the f'unction at regularly sIJaced intervals, 

are between these intervals are used. First it is shown 

t there exists a solution using IJolynomial interIJol on 

How~er, no solution has yet been f'ound in s case and the 

finding of' a solution could IJroyide an interesting extension 

solution to the IJroblem in terms of' ire functions is 

f'ound, and this should IJroye more useful electric 



engineering uses since a b 

author so proves that 

polated is band-limited, 

be to converge to l' 

229 

ted gnal is reo 

the tion l' being i r-

n the interpolation 1'ormula can 

If' f' is not band-limi ,the 

asing error that occurs is also f'ound, but f'urther work 

could done as regards ation errors and errors caused 

by ccuracies in the data points. The latter error has 

calculated 1'or a special case in Chapter 3. 

hardware described in Chapters 6 and 7 has r1'ormed 

satisf'actor as an interim solution to data acquisition 

problem. However, with improved 1'aci ties in department, 

it is now being modif'ied convert data more direct 
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The following is a list of special symbols used in 

the thesis. The meaning of the other symbols used should 

be clear from the context. 

E. 

=+-

'V 

3 

§ 

0 
j 

R 

a => b 

t,'t" 

f 

w 

T,Ta , etc. 

[a,b], (a,b], 

[a,b), (a,b) 

la. ·1 l,J 
[ 

f E. Lp (a, b) or 

if a = b 00 

Belongs to 

Such that 

For all 

There sts 

Section 

End of proof 

if ( ) 

The set of numbers ( 

a ies b 

Time variable 

Frequency 

Angular frequency 

Fixed pe od of time 

Intervals: closed, Ie 

right open, open 

open, 

real line) 

Determinant with elements a. . 
l , J 

Matrix with elements a. . 
l ,J 

Sequence of p nts or numbers, 

sts 



¢(u) ¢~(u) 

B[-A,A] 

B,B e 

00 

~ sP exists 
n=1 n 

Fourier transform of f(t) 

255 

Set of functio:l.1s band limi. ted to A, i.e" 
if ¢f(u) = 0 for lui> A, a constantl 

Set of functions essentially band

limited to A. If J 1¢(u)ldu is smalll 
lul>A 

B[ -A,A] and Be[ ,A] when A isarbi trary 

f*(x) Conjugate function of f(x) 

x( t) = X(w, t) Rand.om sigr ... al ~ sample function 

X(w,to ) =x, (t fixed) Random variable (r.v.) 

lX(w,t), te. Rl Random process, (ensemble of functions) 

x = E[x] Mean of (a r.v.) x 

Var[ x] = a-~ Variance of x 

, R ('L) = R ('L) Correlation function (continuous) of x x 

R(m) 

Sew) 

xT(t) 

RT('L),ST(w),xT etc. 

RM('L),SM(W) etc. 

K(w,t) 

Sic (x) 

f(x) 

discrete " II 

Power spectrum 

Truncated. form ofx( t) 

Estimates from finite length T of x(t) 

Estimates from finite number of terms M 

Kernel or wi ndov! 

Sin(x)/x 

Arbitrary function, probabi ty density 
function (p d.f.) in chapter 3 

Deri va ti ves of f'(x); 1 st, 2nd, 3rd ,n th. 



P tB ·1 ,] 

. (D.,8,P) 

E[X] =:; k 
F{x), etc 

f,ill etc. 

Cosic{v) 

e 9 8 etc. 
a 

cx, cxa etc 

s 

K 

A. 
J 

B;j{t) 

Z . (t) 
J. 

rn. 
J 

(}T . 
,J 

D 

E 

= B. 
J 

= Zj 

Z (1 (x12 ) 

F 
~ 

L. . (f)'" 
l ,J 

iE:[j,k] 

( )p 

dP 

Probability measure of a set B. 
J 

Probabi ty space 

Expectation of X 

Cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) 

Estimates of f,m etc. 

tCos{v) - 'Sic(v) l/v 

Arbitrary positive numbers> 0 (errors) 

Arbitrary positive no. ~O and <1 

Support or essential support of f 

No. of intervals into which S is 
parti oned 

The interval [x. 1 ,x.] C S 
J- J 

The set tW:X(w,t) e. A.1 
J 

Indicator function of Bj(t) 

T 
Finite length estimate of rnj=~J Zj(t)dt 

o 
Suplf'(x)1 
xes 

Sup I fit (x) I 
xes 

Ordi na t e of {1 It{ (2'Jf) 1 e;x.pf-x2 /2) wi th 
area of cx in the tails 

Of the order of 

.Se of func tions 

Linear functional 
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